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ABSTRACT
Researchers continue to seek numerous techniques for making the transportation sector more
sustainable in terms of fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Among the most effective
techniques is Eco-driving at signalized intersections. Eco-driving is a complex control problem
where drivers approaching the intersections are guided, over a period of time, to optimize fuel
consumption.

Eco-driving control systems reduce fuel consumption by optimizing vehicle

trajectories near signalized intersections based on information of the SpaT (Signal Phase and Timing).
Developing Eco-driving applications for semi-actuated signals, unlike pre-timed, is more challenging
due to variations in cycle length resulting from fluctuations in traffic demand. Reinforcement
learning (RL) is a machine learning paradigm that mimics the human learning behavior where an
agent attempts to solve a given control problem by interacting with the environment and developing
an optimal policy. Unlike the methods implemented in previous studies for solving the Eco-driving
problem, RL does not necessitate prior knowledge of the environment being learned and processed.
Therefore, the aim of this study is twofold: (1) Develop a novel brute force Eco-driving algorithm
(ECO-SEMI-Q) for CAV (Connected/Autonomous Vehicles) passing through semi-actuated
signalized intersections; and (2) Develop a novel Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) Eco-driving
algorithm for CAV passing through fixed-time signalized intersections.
The developed algorithms are tested at both microscopic and macroscopic levels. For the
microscopic level, results indicate that the fuel consumption for vehicles controlled by the ECOSEMI-Q and DRL models is 29.2% and 23% less than that for the case with no control, respectively.
For the macroscopic level, a sensitivity analysis for the impact of MPR (Market Penetration Rate)
shows that the savings in fuel consumption increase with higher MPR. Furthermore, when MPR is
greater than 50%, the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm provides appreciable savings in travel times. The

ix

sensitivity analysis indicates savings in the network fuel consumption when the MPR of the DRL
algorithm is higher than 35%. At MPR less than 35%, the DRL algorithm has an adverse impact on
fuel consumption due to aggressive lane change and passing maneuvers. These reductions in fuel
consumption demonstrate the ability of the algorithms to provide more environmentally sustainable
signalized intersections.

x

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
The USA is the world’s leading consumer of petroleum, accounting for more than 20% of the global
consumption.

Figure 1 depicts the energy consumption, carbon dioxide emissions, and total

petroleum consumption by sector for the USA [1]. According to Figure 1(a), even though the US
industrial sector consumes more energy than the transportation sector, the difference between both
sectors has diminished over the past 40 years. Moreover, as shown in Figure 1(b), since 2000, the
transportation sector accounts for the largest producer of carbon dioxide emissions in the USA. In
addition, Figure 1(c) indicates that since the 1980’s, the industrial, residential, and electric power
sectors within the USA have maintained mostly a steady rate of petroleum consumption, unlike the
transportation sector where the consumption has been steadily increasing. In fact, the transportation
sector has become the major consumer of the US national petroleum with a share of about 75% [1].
In 2016, the total consumption of finished motor gasoline in the USA was about 143.37 billion gallons
with an average daily rate of 391.73 mgd (million gallons per day) [1].
These trends and statistics provide empirical evidence that the US transportation sector will
continue to rely on petroleum for its energy demand more than any other sector and the consumed
amounts by the US transportation sector are not expected to decline in the near future. It has also
motivated researchers to develop numerous techniques and applications for making the transportation
sector more sustainable in terms of fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Among these
applications, eco-driving has proven to be an effective tool for reducing fuel consumption rates by up
to 20% [2].
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a) Energy consumption by sector

b) Carbon dioxide emissions by sector

c) Petroleum consumption by sector

Figure 1. Energy, Emissions and Petroleum Consumption by Sector
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Eco-driving is an efficient way of driving to optimize fuel consumption. Its concept is not
new and has been around since the 1990’s.

However, its application had been limited to

implementing simple techniques such as removing unnecessary weight from the car, keeping tire
pressure at recommended levels, and accelerating/ decelerating smoothly. The rapid development of
communication technologies has provided opportunities for exchanging information between nearby
Connected/Autonomous Vehicles (CAV) using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-toInfrastructure (V2I/I2V) interactions. With such interactions, traffic signals can broadcast Signal
Phasing and Timing (SPaT) data to nearby vehicles and Road Side Units (RSUs). Similarly, drivers
can broadcast their speed, acceleration, and coordinates to nearby vehicles or RSU. This helps in
developing more effective eco-driving techniques for the CAV traversing signalized intersections.
For instance, through the V2I/I2V interactions, an RSU can receive the speed of a CAV approaching
an intersection as well as the Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) information. Based on these data, the
RSU can transmit an advisory speed for the vehicle to pass the intersection with the least possible
fuel consumption.
Eco-driving applications leverage the available interactions in a CAV environment to
optimize fuel consumption by achieving smooth speed profiles through reducing unnecessary
accelerations, decelerations, and idling situations. Eco-driving techniques can be categorized into
freeway and signalized intersection techniques [3], [4]. Freeway traffic streams are continuous and
less likely to be interrupted by external constraints over long stretches; as a result, developing an ecodriving application for freeways is relatively easy compared to that for signalized intersections.
Traffic streams on urban roads near signalized intersections experience unnecessary waves of
acceleration, deceleration, and idling. During these waves, a significant amount of gasoline is wasted
recurrently with the red indication within every cycle of traffic signals [5], [6]. In the US, about 2.8
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billion gallons of gasoline are wasted annually due to idling and slowing down at intersections [7].
This represents about seven percent of the total fuel consumed at signalized intersections [8].
The computational advances in traditional processing powers catalyzed the evolution of
machine learning algorithms in this area. Inspired by their data-driven nature, these algorithms do
not assume any preliminary model structure for data, giving flexibility for processing complex data.
For this reason, this study aims to implement new machine learning techniques while developing
algorithms that make use of the available interactions in the CAV environment for recommending
eco-friendly trajectories to CAV passing through signalized intersections.
1.2 Research Objectives
The primary goal of this study is to develop algorithms that utilize available interactions in the CAV
environment for assisting the CAV to follow eco-friendly trajectories while passing through the
signalized intersections. The expected outcomes of this dissertation are novel comprehensive ecodriving tools that can be more effectively used by a CAV at both fixed-time and semi-actuated
signalized intersections for passing the intersection with the least fuel consumption. The goal of this
study will be achieved through the following specific objectives:
1.

Identify a microscopic traffic simulation platform that is capable of modeling the V2V
and V2I/I2V interactions.

2.

Integrate a microscopic fuel consumption model that can interact with the selected
traffic microsimulation platform.

3.

Model the V2V and V2I/I2V interactions into the selected microsimulation platform.

4.

Develop a machine learning eco-driving algorithm for assisting CAV passing through
fixed-time signalized intersections.
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5.

Develop an algorithm for solving the eco-driving problem for semi-actuated
signalized intersections.

6.

Evaluate the performance of the developed algorithms for the CAV and compare it
with the base case where there is no eco-driving control.

If successful, it is expected that these algorithms will reduce the fuel consumption and ultimately
provide more environmentally sustainable signalized intersections.
1.3 Scope of Study
The scope of this study focuses on developing eco-driving algorithms for CAV passing through
signalized intersections for reducing the fuel consumption levels. The scope of this research is limited
to single (isolated) signalized intersections, with fixed-time and semi-actuated signal control.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction for the eco-driving
applications and identifies the problems and challenges researchers are trying to address by
developing eco-driving algorithms.

This chapter also outlines the research objectives for the

dissertation. The rest of the chapters are organized to achieve the objectives of the research in their
order.
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review of previous studies developing ecodriving algorithms for vehicles passing through signalized intersections. The chapter outlines the
shortcomings in the review of previous studies.

Afterward, the chapter discusses some of the

common microscopic traffic simulation software used for simulating and evaluating ITS (Intelligent
Transportation Systems) strategies.

Finally, the chapter provides a technical background for the

common CAV interactions, semi-actuated signalized intersections, and machine learning tools used
in this dissertation.
5

Chapter 3 provides a full description of the methods and steps applied for modeling the ecodriving problem and CAV interactions in the selected traffic simulation platform (PTV-VISSIM).
The chapter includes a description of the implemented microscopic fuel consumption model and the
steps for integrating it with PTV-VISSIM as well.
Chapter 4 discusses the steps and methodology for developing an eco-driving algorithm that
is capable of guiding CAV passing through semi-actuated signalized intersections.
Chapter 5 provides an in-depth technical description of the Deep Reinforcement Learning
eco-driving algorithm developed in this study for guiding the CAV when passing through fixed-time
signalized intersections.
Chapter 6 presents a market penetration analysis of the developed algorithms and discusses
the results of the analysis.
Chapter 7 summarizes the research efforts and presents the conclusions of the study. The
chapter also provides recommendations for future work as an extension for this study.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND

This chapter presents a literature review of previous eco-driving studies with an emphasis on those
developed for vehicles passing through signalized intersections. Then a brief literature review of the
available microscopic traffic simulation platforms is presented.

Finally, the chapter provides the

technical background for the available CAV interactions, semi-actuated signalized intersections, and
machine learning tools used in this research.
2.1 Eco-driving Studies
The literature review includes various studies that develop eco-driving applications for CAV passing
through fixed signalized intersections. For instance, Mandava et al. [9] developed an eco-driving
algorithm that maximizes the probability of a vehicle reaching the approach stop line during green
indication by disseminating dynamic speed advice to the driver. The algorithm minimizes the
acceleration/deceleration rates by guiding the vehicle to pass through the intersection without passing
the speed limit nor stopping. Asadi and Vahidi [10] developed an optimization-based control
algorithm that uses radar data and traffic signal information to predict an optimal speed trajectory
that minimizes both fuel consumption and the probability of reaching the stop line during red
indication.
In another study, Malakorn and Park [11] evaluated the fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions of an IntelliDrive based on Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) using Vehicleto-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications to reduce headways and boost
traffic safety. This system uses constrained optimum control with the objective of minimizing
acceleration and deceleration distances and idling times using Traffic Signal Status information. The
system communicates favored trajectory information to vehicles equipped with CACC. However, it
uses a fixed deceleration distance during simulation studies and completely omits the speed profiling
7

downstream of the intersection stop line. Liu and El Kamel [12] developed a cooperative adaptive
cruise control algorithm for controlling vehicles in the vicinity of intersections. The developed
algorithms utilized the V2X communication for improving the throughput of the intersection without
compromising the safety and fuel consumption levels. Fredette and Ozguner [13] evaluated three
different algorithms for solving the eco-driving problem, namely, Ad-HOC, Hamilton-Jacobi, and
Dynamic Programming. The three algorithms were tested in various traffic scenarios and the
estimated fuel economy, trip time, and average speed results were compared. Butakov and Ioannou
[14] developed an eco-driving application that utilized V2I communication to find the optimal speed
such that a vehicle could traverse multiple intersections with optimal fuel consumption. The
algorithm considered the driver’s preferences and driving characteristics.
Other studies demonstrated that the eco-driving application was more efficient when the
queues upstream of the signal head were considered [2], [15]. Further studies assert that the
performance of the application could be further enhanced by forming a platoon of equipped vehicles
with adequate arrival headways [16]. In a recent study, Jiang et al. [17] developed an eco-driving
system for signalized intersection under partially CAV environment. The study mentioned that
benefits are significant at low MPR (Market Penetration Rate) and they are proportional to the CAV
MPR. Based on the results, the study [17] supported the implementation of eco-driving techniques
in the near future with a low MPR.
All the above studies developed eco-driving applications for fixed-timing signals, where the
SPaT information is deterministic and the cycle length is fixed. Developing eco-driving applications
for actuated signals is more challenging due to the variations in the cycle length in response to
vehicles’ actuations and/or recall for specific phases. The literature review indicates that efforts for
developing similar applications for the semi-actuated signals are completely overlooked. To the best
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knowledge of the authors, only one algorithm was developed and tested in two separate studies for
coordinated actuated signals [18], [19]. This algorithm calculates the maximum and minimum timesto-change based on the minimum and maximum green values of each phase. Whenever a vehicle
approaches the signal, a trajectory is recommended based on these two values. As the vehicle
proceeds closer to the signal head, the reliability of the calculated times-to-changes increases and the
trajectory is updated. However, this algorithm does not implement any predictive module to react in
advance for the expected actuation due to the random arrivals on other conflicting approaches. The
algorithm responds to the vehicle actuation by updating the vehicle trajectory only after receiving the
actuation, which limits the application of the algorithm and compromises the savings in fuel
consumption.
Moreover, the review of the eco-driving literature indicated that many studies focused on
studying the vehicle movement upstream of the intersection, ignoring what happens downstream of
the signal provides suboptimal results. Moreover, all optimization techniques implemented in
previous studies [12]–[20] for solving the eco-driving problem assumed perfect knowledge of the
dynamics and models of the eco-driving environment. For instance, a perfect knowledge of the
possible states of the environment and the model of transitions between these states, as well as
knowledge of the fuel consumption model is assumed, which is not applicable in most practical cases.
To address the shortcomings in current literature, the aim of this study is twofold: (1) Develop
a brute force eco-driving algorithm (ECO-SEMI-Q) for CAV (Connected/Autonomous Vehicles)
passing through semi-actuated signalized intersections; and (2) Develop a DRL (Deep Reinforcement
Learning) eco-driving algorithm for CAV passing through fixed-time signalized intersections. The
ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm takes into consideration the queue effects upstream the traffic signal. The
DRL eco-driving algorithm does not require prior knowledge of the model describing the transitions
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between environment states or the fuel consumption model. Novel techniques such as prioritized
experience replay, target network, and double learning [21] are also applied within the new algorithm
to overcome instability problems associated with training the agent using DRL [22]. The developed
algorithms are demonstrated in this dissertation through an application to guide/control vehicle
movements at a traffic signal in a microscopic traffic simulation environment.
2.2 Microscopic Traffic Simulation Platforms
This section summarizes some of the traffic microsimulation platforms that are commonly used for
evaluating ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) strategies [23].
AIMSUN (Advance Interactive Microscopic Simulator for Urban and Non-Urban Networks)
AIMSUN [24] is a commercial integrated microscopic traffic software that had been provided by
TSS-Transport simulation since 1997 until it was, recently, acquired by Siemens in 2018. AIMSUN
offers a wide variety of vehicle types such as passenger cars, trucks, buses and trams. The vehicles
volumes can be defined as input flow or as an Origin-Destination matrix. AIMSUN is capable of
modeling all public transport main characteristics such as lines, timetables, stops and stop times.
Movements of vehicles are determined based on Gipps’s car following model, a lane change model
and a look-ahead model. AIMSUN provides multiple interfaces for interacting with simulation at
different levels, simulating custom scenarios, or evaluating custom ITS applications.

Python

scripting and application programming are among these interfaces [25]. Finally, AIMSUN offers 2D
and 3D visualization for the simulated network.
PARAMICS (Parallel Microscopic Simulation)
PARAMICS [26] is a commercial microscopic traffic software provided by Quadstone Paramics
(UK). The software can be used for modeling trunk, urban, suburban and rural areas for different
scenarios and applications, including LRT corridors, ramp metering, work zones, wide area traffic
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management, signalized intersections, interchanges, complex junction layouts, ferry crossing and
impact of accidents [25]. PARAMICS also offers 2D and 3D visualization for the simulated network.
SimTraffic
SimTraffic [23] is a widely-used commercial simulation package provided by Trafficware.
SimTraffic implements the SYNCHRO software to model arterial traffic streams.

SimTraffic is

capable of simulating a wide range of traffic control systems with varying driver behaviors and
simulation resolution as small as 0.1 seconds. Weaving sections, pre-timed and actuated traffic
signals, stop-controlled intersections are among other scenarios that can be modeled by SimTraffic.
Recently, SimTraffic was enhanced with additional features for simulating ramps, ramp meter,
freeways, and roundabouts. SimTraffic also offers 2D and 3D visualization for the simulated network.
SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility)
SUMO [27] is a microscopic traffic simulation software that was developed at the German Aviation
Center. SUMO is an open source that has been available to the public since 2001. While SUMO is
capable of modeling intermodal traffic systems as vehicles, pedestrians and public transport, it
provides a bunch of supportive tools. These tools allow network import from other formats and
provide enhanced visualization and emission calculation. SUMO can be enriched with custom
models and provides different APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) to remotely control the
simulation environment [27].
PTV-VISSIM
PTV-VISSIM [28] is a microscopic traffic software provided by PTV (Planung Transport Verkehr
AG) in Karlsruhe, Germany. PTV provides PTV-VISSIM as a part of the Vision Traffic Suite, which
also includes PTV-Visum and PTV-Vistro. PTV-VISSIM is one of the most used simulation software
for modeling and evaluating custom ITS scenarios including CAV applications. PTV-VISSIM
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supports simulating a wide range of vehicle types including passenger cars, trucks, buses, heavy
vehicles, light rail, cyclists, and pedestrians. A unique feature that recognizes PTV-VISSIM over
other simulation software is its component object model (COM) programming interface. The
Wiedemann 74 or Wiedemann 99 car following model calculates the longitudinal movement of
vehicles, while a calibrated lane-change model calculates their lateral movement. Calculations can be
processed at a resolution as small as 1/10 second.
PTV-VISSIM provides a custom functionality through the VISSIM-Com interface, which
makes it possible to code any external function into PTV-VISSIM. The COM interface allows users
with little programming knowledge with C++, Visual Basic, Matlab, or Python to develop and
implement their own applications within the VISSIM network. In addition, accessing data and
functions contained within PTV-VISSIM, while the simulation is running, is possible through the
COM interface. Recently, a new feature was included in PTV-VISSIM called UDA (User-Defined
Attributes). UDA is a very handful tool that maximizes the functionality of PTV-VISSIM in
modeling and reporting results. The UDA allow the user to define new attributes for all the static
network objects and vehicles. UDA are treated like all other attributes, i.e. their values are stored in
the “**.inpx” file and can be updated by PTV-VISSIM each simulation step. The UDA is accessible
through list windows, the quick view sidebar and the COM interface, and they can be used for charts,
color schemes, and labels.
2.3 CAV Interactions
The DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communication) is the main wireless interface for
communication in CAV environment. The term “Dedicated” refers to the fact that the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission dedicated 75 MHz of licensed spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for DSRC
communication [29]. The term “Short-Range” is due to the fact that communications in DSRC take
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place over hundreds of meters (typically 300 m), a shorter distance than other common wireless
communications. While the main purpose for deploying DSRC was collision prevention application,
the DSRC unique characteristics (low latency, high reliability, security, and interoperability) make
the DSRC ideal for many other applications beyond collision avoidance [30]. Additionally, because
DSRC spans over a short range, it experiences very little interference, even in extreme weather
conditions, which makes it a good fit for handling communications to and from cars moving with
high speeds.
DSRC communications can be either Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) interactions or vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I/I2V) interactions. Even though V2V interactions allow vehicles to disseminate
safety messages intercepted by other vehicles directly without the presence of other modules to relay
the messages, yet vehicles need OBU (On-Board Unit) to communicate with each other. The OBU
enables the vehicles to communicate together using the 5.9 GHz bandwidth allocated by the US-DOT
for DSRC [31]. In V2I/I2V interactions, communications with vehicles entail RSU (Road Side Unit)
to dispatch important information such as hazardous road conditions [31]. RSU can be integrated
with other network signage and/or control devices such as traffic light, stop signs and lights.
2.4 Semi-Actuated Signalized intersections
Actuated signals are widely deployed in the US and consist of phases that are called and/or extended
in response to vehicle arrivals at the detectors. Actuated signals fall into one of two categories,
namely, fully-actuated where all approaches are actuated using detectors, and semi-actuated where
only the minor approaches are actuated. Consequently, the operation of semi-actuated signals is not
compromised by the failure of major street detectors. Additionally, semi-actuated signals are most
suitable for deployment at intersections that are part of a coordinated corridor in urban intersections.
In fact, many fully-actuated traffic signals operate as semi-actuated during peak hours when the
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coordination system is running and reverse back to fully actuated only during off-peak hours when
the coordination system is not running [32]. Consequently, this study focuses on eco-driving
applications for the semi-actuated signals.
Traditionally, in signalized intersections, one of the controlled approaches is major and the
other is minor. For semi-actuated signalized intersections, only the minor approaches are actuated
using vehicle detectors while the major approaches have no detectors. For the semi-actuated control
signals, the following parameters can be identified:
Call: a parameter within the controller that allows a vehicle awaiting service on an actuated approach
to place a call for receiving green. The parameter is applicable only to phases of minor approach.
Minimum Green: a parameter defining the shortest allowable duration of the green indication for a
given phase and is applicable to phases on major and minor approaches. For the minor approaches,
this value should be at least equal to the time needed for queued vehicles between the stop line and
the actuation detector to discharge. However, for the major approaches, this value should be as large
as possible to serve the major approach efficiently with no frequent interruptions from the minor
roads.
Maximum Green: a parameter that is applicable only to phases on minor approach, and defines the
longest possible duration of the green indication allowed for the designated phase in the presence of
a call on the conflicting phase.
Max Out: when a phase on actuation terminates due to reaching the designated maximum green time
for the phase.
Queue: The number of vehicles waiting to be served by a phase including the slow vehicles joining
the back of the queue.
Passage Timer (also called unit extension or gap time λ): a timer that initiates for the phases on the
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minor approach once they serve and exceed the minimum green time. The passage time terminates
the current phase when a gap greater than the passage time is identified in the traffic. Vehicle calls
will extend green time on the current phase until a gap, greater than the allocated passage time, is
identified.
Gap Out: when the phase of an actuated approach terminates due to the absence of vehicle calls
(arrival headways larger than the passage time). This occurs only on minor approach.
Minimum Recall: a parameter that allows the controller to place a call for vehicle service for a
specific phase, such that the phase recalled serves at least its minimum green. The controller will
place the call for the designated phases regardless of whether the phase is for an actuated approach
or not and regardless of the state of the vehicle detector. It is common practice for semi-actuated
signalized operations to put the signal phases for the major approaches on a minimum recall to ensure
that they receive the green indication whenever detectors on minor approaches max out or gap out.
The above parameters and their operational conditions are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2(a) presents a schematic for a typical semi-actuated signalized intersection.
Figure 2(b) shows the semi-actuated controller counter. According to Figure 2(b), due to the
minimum recall imposed on the major approach, the maximum green counter starts with the onset of
the green indication. Figure 2(c) represents the controller passage timer in relation with other intervals
and signal control parameters. Calls placed on the minor approach phases during the minimum green
have no effect on the extension of the green duration, as the green indication will always last for the
minimum green.
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Controller Timers

a) Typical semi-actuated signalized intersection
Signal Phasing on Minor Approaches
GREEN
Yellow
Red
Automatic Actuation (M in. Recall)

Maximum Green
Minimum Green

Extension Time
Headways < Passage Time

Actuations on
Minor Approach

Arrivals Headways

Actuations on
Major Approach

None (No Detectors)

Arrivals on Minor
Approaches

Passage Timer

b) Semi-actuated controller timer
Red

Signal Phasing on Minor Approaches
Green
Yellow Red
Gap > Passage Time
Minimum
Green

Green < Maximum Green

Arrivals on Minor
Approaches

c) Semi-actuated controller passage timer

Figure 2. Schematic and Paradigm of the Timers Within Semi-Actuated Controllers
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2.5 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a machine learning paradigm that mimics the human learning
behavior where an agent attempts to solve a given control problem by interacting with the
environment to develop an optimal state-action policy. The agent selects actions (𝑎𝑖 ) based on the
current state of the environment (𝑠𝑖 ) and observes the next state (𝑠𝑖+1 ) and receives a reward
(𝑟(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) ), where r is a scalar value for the quality of the action taken. An episode (n) is a series of
successive experiences (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , r) from the beginning of the agent’s interaction with the
environment to the end of interaction and state termination. In RL, the agent continues interacting
with the environment and develops an optimal policy by maximizing estimates of the cumulative
rewards (Q value). RL does not assume that the agent knows anything about the state-transition and
reward models. However, the agent discovers what the good and bad actions are just by trial and
error.
In deterministic environments, the Q value for a specific pair of state and action can be
calculated using the following recursive equation:
𝑄𝑖 = 𝑟(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) + 𝛾 max 𝑄𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑎𝑖+1 )

(1)

Where 𝑄𝑖 is the Q value at the current simulation step, 𝑟(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) is the immediate reward, and the last
term is an estimate of the expected cumulative reward based on the optimal actions in successive
future simulation steps. The 𝛾 is a discount parameter, 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤1, representing the weight of future
rewards. Once the Q function is accurately calculated, the agent can develop an optimal policy by
implementing a greedy action policy (𝜋 ∗ ) according to Equation (2):
𝜋 ∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 )

(2)

In essence, the agent does not need prior knowledge of the state-transition and reward models.
Instead, the agent just needs access to a set of samples collected online or offline.
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In RL, no

assumptions are needed for achieving the optimal policy except for the Markov property assumption,
which assumes that the probability of the next state (𝑠𝑖+1 ) depends only on the current state and action
(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ). This assumption holds true in the eco-driving problem, as well as most control problems.
RL was first introduced by Watkins [33] in 1989 and has been used in several applications for
a long time. In its simplest form, it is a table of Q values for all possible combinations of (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ).
The table elements are initialized with zeros. As the agent receives rewards for various actions, the
table is updated according to Equation (1). After several updates, the table slowly begins to obtain
accurate measures of the Q value for a given action and state. To keep the size of table manageable,
applications of RL were limited to solving control problems with small space of states and actions.
When dimensions of the environment increase, the RL becomes impossible to apply. In 2015, and
with the advent of powerful computing techniques, a group of researchers implemented a Deep
Neural Network (DNN) in RL for approximating the Q value in a larger environment of states and
actions, developing the so-called DRL (Deep Reinforcement Learning) algorithm [22]. This DRL
algorithm was able to train an agent that is capable of playing Atari games better than humans [22].
Figure 3 presents a typical architecture of a DRL algorithm. As shown in the figure, the DNN takes
the state of the environment as input and outputs the expected Q value for each possible action using
the loss function:
1

𝐿 = 2 [𝑟 + 𝛾 max 𝑄𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑎𝑖+1 ) − 𝑄𝑖 ]2

(3)

Based on the expected Q values provided by the DNN, the DRL recommends the best action pertinent
to a specific state. This best action is the one with the highest Q value.
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Figure 3. A Typical Architecture of a Deep Reinforcement Learning Algorithm

2.6 Tree-Based Ensemble Algorithms
In recent years, ensemble-based algorithms became more popular and convenient for solving
regression and classification problems. These algorithms combine predictions of several base
estimators built with a given learning algorithm to improve robustness and accuracy over a single
estimator. Among the vast diversity of ensemble methods, the tree-based ensemble algorithms are
the most common ones. Instead of fitting the best single decision tree, the model combines multiple
trees to enhance prediction accuracy. In fact, they can model complex nonlinear relationships [34].
Unlike most machine learning tools, the possible interpretability of tree-based ensemble models
makes them a good candidate for solving prediction problems incorporating a large number of input
variables.
In 2010, Kaggle was founded as a platform for predictive modeling and analytics competitions
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where companies and researchers post their data and compete for producing the best models [35].
The eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) algorithm, developed recently, is considered one of the most
accurate algorithms. Since the development of the XGB, it has won most competitions in structural
data category, including Kaggle. Although XGB shares a common base algorithm with the GB
approach, yet it is a more regularized model formalization, that controls modeling the noise within
the data (prevents overfitting).

This makes XGB outperform all other tree-based ensemble

algorithms. The efficiency, accuracy, feasibility, and short processing time are additional advantages
of the XGB model over common models such as RF and Neural Networks. Recently, the XGB
algorithm was implemented in a study to develop a model for detecting imminent lane change
maneuvers in connected vehicles environment [36]. The high accuracy of the developed model puts
the XGB as a valuable tool in solving transportation applications problems.
This section provides technical background for the common tree-based ensemble algorithms,
followed by a description for the utilized XGB ensemble model.
Single Decision Tree

Decision tree (DT) is a data-driven supervised learning method, which builds a set of decision rules
from all input variables to predict the response variable. Decision rules are presented as nodes,
splitting features space into regions or sub-nodes. Each sub-node is further split until a specific
criterion is met. Each terminal node of these structures is called leaf and is assigned a constant score
value (C), which is typically the average of response variables in this node. In this essence, a tree can
be defined as a vector of leaf scores and a leaf index mapping function. For a given data set with (n)
observations and (m) input variables, the general formulation of this structure can be presented as
follows:
𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝐶𝑞(𝑥) , (𝑞: ℝ𝑚 → {1,2, . . , 𝑇}, 𝐶 ∈ ℝ𝑚 )
Where, q(x) represents the decision rules within a tree that assigns a sample of the data to the
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(4)

corresponding leaf index, (T) is the number of leaves in the tree, and 𝐶𝑞(𝑥) represents the score
weights assigned to leaves of the tree.
Tree-Based Ensemble Methods

All ensemble tree-based algorithms consist of base multiple models (trees) that are combined together
to enhance prediction accuracy. As a result, a general prediction model (ŷ) can be written for
ensemble models as an aggregation of all prediction scores for all trees for a sample (x). The general
formulation of these models is given in below in conjunction with Eq. (4):
𝑲

ŷ𝑖 (𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓𝑘 (𝑥𝑖 ) ,

(𝑓𝑘 ∈ ℱ)

(5)

𝑘=1

Where, (𝑘) is the number of trees and (ℱ) is the space of all possible regression trees. This equation
is to be optimized for the following objective function:
𝑛

𝑲

𝑂𝑏𝑗(Ɵ) = ∑ 𝑙(𝑦𝑖 , ŷ𝑖 ) + ∑ 𝛺(𝑓𝑘 )
𝑖=1

(6)

𝑘=1

Where the first term is the loss function measuring the difference between prediction (ŷ𝑖 ) and
target(𝑦𝑖 ).

The second term is the regularization term controlling the model complexity and

preventing overfitting. All ensemble tree based algorithms have the same general model; the only
difference is how training is done and regularization is accounted for as presented in the following
subsections.
1) Bagging Algorithms
This family of ensemble models uses bootstrap samples to build multiple trees independent of the
original training set and then report the average of trees. This procedure of random sampling with
replacement reduces the variance of a single decision tree and can add substantial improvement in the
performance over unstable learners.
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2) RF Algorithms
The random sampling with replacement in large data sets can grow similar trees in the bagging
algorithm. For this purpose, RF does not consider all features at each split and uses a different random
subset of features during splitting for each tree. Such adjustment reduces the correlation among trees
and never builds similar trees, which enhances prediction accuracy.
3) Adaboost Algorithms
In this family of algorithms, trees are grown in sequential order, and the final predictor is a weighted
sum of each individual tree. The core principle of the Adaboost algorithm is applying weights to each
training sample and updating these weights in each boosting iteration based on the prediction accuracy
of that specific sample in the previous iteration. As iterations proceed, cases that were predicted with
less accuracy will receive higher weights while lower weights are assigned to those predicted
correctly. In this manner, preceding learners will focus on observations with low accuracy. Finally,
predictions from all trees are combined through a weighted sum to produce the final prediction.
4) GB Algorithms
Similar to Adaboost, GB follows the same fundamental approach; where trees in this algorithm are
grown sequentially to improve the robustness of the algorithm against overlapping class distributions
by optimizing an arbitrary differentiable loss function using the Gradient Descent method [30]. In
summary, the main idea of GB is to sequentially fit different tree at each iteration, which gradually
minimizes the loss function of the whole system and not to re-weighted observations, as in Adaboost.
5) XGB Algorithms
XGB is an advanced implementation of GB, which received wide recognition among machine
learning community due to its accuracy, efficiency, and ease of implementation. Unlike the previous
boosting algorithms (Adaboost and GB) which account for regularization in the model by only
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considering a learning rate (L), which shrinks the contribution of each successive tree, XGB
implements an additional regularization term as shown below:
𝑇

1
𝛺(𝑓𝑘 ) = 𝛾𝑇 + 𝜆 ∑ 𝐶 2𝑗
2

(7)

𝑗=1

This regularization term penalizes complicated models on the number of leaves and the
sum of squared scores of leaves. This means that simpler models are preferred over complex ones.
The 𝛾 and 𝜆 are two regularization parameters. A comprehensive solution for how to solve (4), (5),
(6) and (7) for training the XGB algorithm can be found in this study [37]. Another remarkable
features of the XGB are the cache-line and memory optimizations performed prior to training the
data, making the training patterns faster and cache friendly. As a result, this recently developed
algorithm outperforms the GB in the scalability and processing speed with relatively higher
accuracy [38].
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CHAPTER 3

MODELING ECO-DRIVING AND CAV INTERACTIONS

This chapter describes the logic of the eco-driving algorithms developed in this study for controlling
the movement of the CAV in the vicinity of the signalized intersections. The chapter also describes
the fuel consumption model used in this dissertation. Finally, this chapter explains the steps
performed for modeling the eco-driving algorithms and CAV interactions in the VISSIM platform.
3.1 Eco-driving Algorithms for Signalized Intersections
The eco-driving agent obtains the status of vehicle dynamics and SPaT information 300m upstream
of the signal via I2V communication. Accordingly, the upcoming signal change timings, namely,
Time to Green (TTG) and Time to Red (TTR) can be estimated. Depending on the vehicle dynamics,
Distance to Intersection (DTI) and expected signal change timings, the current state of the arriving
vehicle can be associated with one of the following three cases:
Case 1: The vehicle receives an indication that it is expected to arrive at the stop-line on green by
maintaining its current speed, and therefore, the agent advises the vehicle to maintain its current
speed.
Case 2: The vehicle receives an indication that it is expected to arrive at the stop-line on green if and
only if it accelerates without exceeding the speed limit, and therefore, the agent advises the vehicle
to accelerate.
Case 3: The vehicle receives an indication that it is expected to arrive at the stop-line on red even if
it accelerates up to the speed limit. This case is a complex control problem because the agent needs
to inform the driver of the optimal advisory deceleration/acceleration values. When the vehicle
adheres to these advisory values, it will be able to pass the intersection without stopping, with the
least fuel consumption and greenhouse-gas emission values.

Figure 4 illustrates the optimal

trajectories recommended by the agent for Case 3. Variables shown in the figure are defined as
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follows:
Vapp = vehicle speed 300 m upstream of the stop line,
Vstop = vehicle speed at the stop line,
dmin = minimum deceleration rate.

Uncontrolled

Controlled - No Cruise

Controlled - Cruise

a) Speed Vs Distance

b) Distance Vs Time

Figure 4. Trajectories Recommended by the Eco-driving Agent
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In this figure, the thick-solid line represents the expected vehicle trajectory with no ecodriving control. The other two trajectories represent the eco-driving control case. The dashed-dotted
trajectory (represents the case in which the agent recommends a minimum deceleration rate (dmin) for
the vehicle to reach the stop-line as the signal turns green. The other dashed-line trajectory denotes
the case in which the vehicle is advised to decelerate at a high rate (d) and then cruise until it reaches
the stop-line at the onset of green with higher Vstop value. For the accuracy of this study, the
optimization section includes a downstream segment to account for the fuel consumption, past the
stop-line, while the vehicle accelerates back from Vstop to its normal speed Vapp.
It is worth mentioning though that applying eco-driving algorithms (Case 3) will reduce amounts
of fuel consumed by the controlled CAV, this does not necessarily mean a total reduction in the net
amount of fuel consumed at the intersection. Specifically, at low MPR the savings in fuel by the
controlled CAV can be easily outweighed by the aggressive actions of uncontrolled/traditional nearby
vehicles. Therefore, it is imperative to investigate the performance of the developed eco-driving
algorithms for different MPR before any decision is made. In this study, the needed MPR sensitivity
analyses are documented, with the discussion of results, in CHAPTER 6.
3.2 Microscopic Fuel Consumption Model
In this dissertation, the Virginia Tech Comprehensive Power-based Fuel Consumption Model (VTCPFM-1) is utilized for calculating the instantaneous fuel consumption rates [39]. The VT-CPFM-1
is a microscopic fuel consumption model that calculates the instantaneous fuel consumption levels
based on the instantaneous operation characteristics of the vehicle. The VT-CPFM-1 is a well-known
model for its simplicity, accuracy, and ease of calibration [40]. It has been utilized in many ecodriving studies [2], [4], [40]. The model calculates the fuel consumption rates in each simulation step
(i) using the following equation:
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𝐹𝐶𝑖 = {

𝛼0
𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑃𝑖 + 𝛼2 𝑃𝑖 2

𝑃𝑖 < 0
𝑃𝑖 ≥ 0

(8)

Where 𝛼0 , 𝛼1 , and 𝛼2 are vehicle-specific parameters that can be calibrated using the
available public fuel economy data (City and Highway cycles provided by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency). 𝑃𝑖 is the total power (KW) at each step calculated using the following equation:
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 (

𝑅𝑖 + 1.04 𝑚 𝑎𝑖
)
3600 𝜂

(9)

Where 𝑅𝑖 is the total resistance force acting over the vehicles, including the aerodynamics,
rolling and grade forces, and 𝑎𝑖 is the acceleration at simulation step i.
3.3 Modeling Eco-driving Environment and CAV Interactions
In order to develop the eco-driving algorithms outlined in the study objectives, a traffic microscopic
simulation package that is capable of modeling CAV interactions must be used. This simulation
platform should be able to interface with a programing language that can access the network
components (Links and vehicles) during each simulation step and disseminate information between
them. For the integrity of the developed algorithms, a programing language that is used by reputable
companies across the globe should be used. In addition, the selected language should be simple and
capable of providing cutting-edge and recently developed machine learning techniques and artificial
intelligence algorithms. Recalling the VISSIM-Com interface and the UDA features within PTVVISSIM, the PTV-VISSIM was the selected platform for modeling the eco-driving environment and
CAV interactions.
In this study, the Python programing language was used to interface PTV-VISSIM with the
developed scripts through VISSIM-Com for many reasons. According to Towards Data Science
Survey [41], Python is the most used language by researchers, scientists, and machine-learning
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developers. Python is an open source programming language that is easy to use and has readable
syntax. Python provides many standard libraries in diversity of applications such as Internet, Web
Services Tools, Tables, String operations, Operating System Interface, and Protocols. According to
the StackOverflow survey [42], Python is becoming the number one preference by big enterprises
and most companies across the globe. Usually, programmers are able to code fewer lines while
writing scripts in python compared to other languages like Java or C++. Over the past 27 years, the
Python language has undergone much enhancement since its first release in 1991. The applications
and usage of Python have been increasing day-by-day. Python is an open source that is free to use
and distribute for personal, research or commercial purposes, which geared developers and
programmers to use it and develop newer libraries on regular basis. As a result, the deep learning
and image recognition libraries have been witnessing an evolution over the past 3 years, specifically
with the release of TensorFlow, Keras, and a wide selection of other libraries. Moreover, Python is
the first preference by most companies due to its integration features. Enterprise applications and web
services written in Python are much easier to integrate compared to those written in other languages.
Therefore, multi-protocol network applications are commonly scripted in Python [42].
In this study, the VT-CPFM-1 is coded into PTV-VISSIM to allow the simulation platform to
report representative instantaneous fuel consumption rates. First, all relevant data for Toyota Camry
2016, including the fuel economy data, were used for calibrating the VT-CPFM-1 model and
calculating the 𝛼0 , 𝛼1 , and 𝛼2 terms in Equation (8). A full description for the calibration procedures
can be found in this study [39]. The VT-CPFM-1 calibration software provided by the inventors of
VT-CPFM-1 [43] can be used. Then, the calibrated 𝛼0 , 𝛼1 , and 𝛼2 values are used to code Equation
(1) as a fuel consumption UDA within PTV-VISSIM. Figure 5 depicts the VT-CPFM-1 UDA. PTVVISSIM is now ready for reporting the instantaneous fuel consumption rates for the vehicles during
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each simulation step and can evaluate various eco-driving strategies based on the amount of fuel
consumed. However, the VT-CPFM-1 UDA reports the fuel consumption rates as they occur and
cannot assist in predicting an optimal trajectory, in terms of fuel consumed, among a group of possible
trajectories before they occur. To this end, a Python script is written to integrate the VT-CPFM-1
model with VISSIM-Com as presented in APPENDIX A. Following this procedure, PTV-VISSIM
is now able to predict the total amount of consumed fuel for any hypothetical speed trajectory.

Figure 5. The VT-CPFM-1 User Defined Attribute in PTV-VISSIM
In this dissertation, a Python script is written in VISSIM-Com to model the eco-driving
problem and the expected interaction (V2V, V2I/I2V) in the CAV environment. The script emulates
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the V2I/I2V interactions through disseminating the SPaT information to CAV within 300 meters of
the stop-line. In VISSIM-Com, there are many ways for accessing vehicles within 300 meters of a
specific location. One of them is the “GetByLocation” method, which selects the vehicles within a
range around the given position chosen stochastically using a given distance distribution. The script
also simulates an eco-driving agent installed within the CAV. In particular, the script collects the
transmitted SPaT information, vehicle’s data, and position and controls the CAV to follow an optimal
trajectory in the vicinity of the signalized intersection. The script keeps controlling CAV past the
stop line until the vehicle returns back to its approach speed. APPENDIX B depicts sample ecodriving script coded into VISSIM-Com. The next two chapters discuss the technical details of the
eco-driving algorithms developed in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4

ECO-DRIVING SEMI-ACTUATED ALGORITHM

This chapter provides a thorough description of the structure of the newly developed eco-driving
algorithm (ECO-SEMI-Q) that guides a CAV in passing through semi-actuated signalized
intersections with optimal fuel consumption values. The ECO-SEMI-Q takes into consideration the
queue effects upstream of the signal. Consider the hypothetical single-lane semi-actuated control
intersection shown in Figure 6, where all approaches have only one lane with no turning movements,
and the controller operates on a two-phase plan.

Figure 6. Hypothetical Intersection for Demonstrating the ECO-SEMI-Q Algorithm
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The first phase serves the movements associated with the major approaches (Φ 2 and Φ 6)
and the second phase serves relevant movements on the minor approaches (Φ 4, and Φ 8). The
conventional pulse detectors (B) for triggering the actuation are located 𝑙𝑠𝑏 meters away from the
stop line.

ECO-SEMI-Q assumes a CAV environment and makes use of the V2I/I2V

communications for vehicles to receive the traffic signal changes and the needed detector data. The
algorithm collects the speeds and coordinates for the CAV passing through the phases of the major
approaches (Φ 2 and Φ 6) and provides optimal trajectories that reduce the fuel consumption levels.
The ECO-SEMI-Q requires, for operation, the installment of an additional detector (A) 300 m
upstream of the stop line of each minor approach. The 300 m distance was set based on the allowable
communication range by the DSRC. In this study, it is assumed that communications between the
RSU at the additional detector and the RSU at the intersection occur over the DSRC. This additional
detector (A) should be able to report the time, speeds and headways of arriving vehicles and send
these data to the associated controller cabinet or RSU in real-time. Recalling that major approaches
in semi-actuated signalized intersection do not have conventional detectors for altering green
indications on the major approaches, there were no need for additional detectors on the major
approaches for the ECO-SEMI-Q to function. The ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm consists of a group of
modules summarized in the following subsections
4.1 Signal Timing Prediction Module
Once a vehicle is detected by detector A, the instantaneous vehicle speed (𝑉𝑖 m/sec) is reported and
the time this vehicle is expected to reach detector B (𝑇𝐵 ) is calculated as follows:
𝑇𝐵 = 𝑇𝐴 +

300 − 𝑙𝑠𝑏
𝑉𝑖

(10)

Where 𝑇𝐴 is the time of the internal clock of the signals when the vehicle arrived at Detector A. For
every vehicle arriving, a hypothetical index and 𝑇𝐵 are stored in a dictionary. The stored data are
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released in the order they are stored for every actuation occurring at detector B. The dictionary is
regularly checked for the earliest vehicle arriving after the termination of the minimum green of the
major approach phases (Φ 2 or Φ 6); this vehicle will satisfy the following equation:
𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛 + 𝛥𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺𝑀𝑎𝑗 ≤ 𝑇𝐵

(11)

Where 𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is the time of the internal clock of the signals, and 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛 is the Time to Red for the
minor approach phases. Whenever, the indication on the major approaches is green, the 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛 will
be zero. The 𝛥𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺𝑀𝑎𝑗 is the remaining minimum green for the Φ 2 or Φ 6 phases. Once a vehicle
(x) fulfills Equation (11), the record of this vehicle is used to calculate a good estimate for the Time
To Red (TTR) on major approach using Equation:
𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 = 𝑇𝐵(𝑥) + 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑗 + 𝐶𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑗 − 𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

(12)

Where 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑗 and 𝐶𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑗 are the yellow and all red clearance intervals for the phases of the major
approach. Accordingly, the timing for the initiation of passage timer counter (𝑇𝜆 ) is expected to be
close to the following value:
𝑇𝜆 = 𝑇𝐵(𝑥) + 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑗 + 𝐶𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑗 + 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛

(13)

Where 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛 is the minimum green for the phases of the minor approach. The algorithm then
rechecks the dictionary for the vehicles expected to reach detector B after 𝑇𝜆 and calculates, based on
their 𝑇𝐵 value, the pertinent headway (𝐻𝑖 ). Based on the calculated 𝐻𝑖 values, a good estimate for
the expected green duration for the minor approach phases (𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) can be formulated as follows:
𝐻𝑖 <𝜆

𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min [𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛 ,

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛 + ∑ 𝐻𝑖 + 𝜆]

(14)

𝑖=1

Where, 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛 is the maximum green for the minor approach phases, and 𝜆 is the passage timer.
𝐻 <𝜆

𝑖
The ∑𝑖=1
𝐻𝑖 term is the summation of the headways of the vehicles reaching detector B after time

𝑇𝜆 , from the first vehicle up to the last but not including 𝐻𝑖 > 𝜆. The algorithm repeats every one
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second and provides more reliable values for 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 and 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 until detector B gaps out or maxes
out. If the estimate of 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 is accurate, then the red time duration for the major approach (𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑗 ) can
be accurately estimated in advance using Equation (15):
𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑗 = 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐶𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

(15)

The logic for the ECO-SEMI-Q prediction module is summarized as per Figure 7.

For every vehicle arriving at Detector A get:
Vi : Instantaneous speed
TB : Expected time for reaching detector B

(Detector A)
(Eq. 10)

Store (Vi ,TB ) in a dictionary
None
TTRmaj=
Gmin =0

Check dictionary for the first vehicle fulfilling Equation 11

Yes

Yes
TTRmaj = (Equation 12)
Tλ =
(Equation 13)

Calculate Hi for for vehicles with TB

> Tλ

No

Calculate Gmin
Report current TTRmaj and Gmin

(Eq. 14)

If detector B Gap out or Max out:
Figure 7. Typical Framework for Prediction Module of the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm
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A prediction horizon (𝑇 + ) for the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm can be defined as a function in 𝑙𝑠𝑏 and
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 as shown:
𝑇+ =

300 − 𝑙𝑠𝑏
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(16)

This value is the time duration the algorithm predicts the phase timing, in advance, before occurring.
Accordingly, decreasing the 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 and 𝑙𝑠𝑏 is expected to increase the horizon of the predictions, and
setting the 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺𝑀𝑖𝑛 less than 𝑇 + is expected to boost the accuracy of the module.
4.2 Trajectory Optimization Module

Based on the indication in effect on the major approach, the Time To Green (TTG) for the major
approach can be estimated accurately using the 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 and 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑗 values reported by the
prediction module. The ECO-SEMI-Q receives the dynamics for the vehicles moving along the major
approach 300 m upstream of the signal using V2I communications and identifies the arrival status of
the vehicle according to the criteria outlined in “Section 3.1”.
Recalling Figure 4, the solid line is the expected trajectory when the driver is not controlled
by the ECO-SEMI-Q. The other two trajectories are for the eco-driving controlled cases. If Vstop is
the speed of the vehicle (m/sec) when passing the stop line, and d is the deceleration rate (m/sec2 )
then the optimal trajectory is one of two cases. The ECO-SEMI-Q can advise the vehicle to decelerate
with the possible minimum rate (dmin) in order to reach the stop-line just at the onset of green, as
shown by the dash-dotted line. The ECO-SEMI-Q can also recommend other higher d value where
the vehicle will need to cruise for some time until reaching the stop-line at the start of green with
higher Vstop values, as shown by the dashed line. To find the optimal fuel trajectory for a vehicle
passing the intersection, the ECO-SEMI-Q must consider the part of fuel consumption downstream
the intersection where the vehicle accelerates back from Vstop to reach Vapp. Based on previous studies
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[2], [20] a control section of 200 m downstream the signal is considered adequate for developing the
optimal trajectories and is implemented in this study. A linear deceleration and vehicle dynamic
acceleration models were considered in this study [20].
Deceleration model
The linear deceleration model calculates dmin, d, and Vstop for any vehicle undergoing Case 3 as
follows:
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2 (
𝑑=

𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐺 − 𝐷𝑇𝐼
)
𝑇𝑇𝐺 2
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑇𝐺 2

(17)

(18)

𝑇𝑇𝐺 2 − 𝑇𝑐 2

𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 − 𝑑 (𝑇𝑇𝐺 − 𝑇𝑐 )

(19)

Where DTI is the distance to the intersection stop line (m), 𝑇𝑇𝐺 is the time to green (sec) and 𝑇𝐶 is
the duration of the cruise (sec), if any, upstream of the signal.
Acceleration model
The acceleration model implements a vehicle dynamic model that calculates the instantaneous
acceleration of the vehicle as a function of the difference between tractive (𝐹 ) and resistive ( 𝑅 )
forces acting on the vehicle according to:
𝑉𝑖+1 − 𝑉𝑖 = 3.6 ∗

𝐹−𝑅
∗1
𝑚

(20)

Where, 𝑉𝑖 is the speed at the current simulation step, 𝑉i+1 is the speed at the next step (step size = one
sec in this study) and 𝑚 is the mass of the vehicle (Kg). 𝐹𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 can be calculated, at each step,
using Equations (21) and (22):
𝐹𝑖 = min (3600𝑓𝑡ℎ 𝜂

𝑅𝑖 =

𝑃
,
𝑉𝑖

9.806𝑚𝑡𝑎 µ)

𝜌
𝐶1
(𝐶 𝑉 + 𝐶3 ) + 9.806𝑚𝐺
𝐶𝑑 𝐶ℎ 𝐴𝑓 𝑉𝑖 2 + 9.806𝑚
25.92
1000 2 𝑖
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(21)

(22)

Where:
𝑓𝑡ℎ = throttle input level (0 ≤ 𝑓𝑡ℎ ≤ 1)
𝜂 = drive line efficiency
𝑃 = maximum vehicle power (KW)
𝑚𝑡𝑎 = mass of the vehicle on tractive axle (kg)
µ = coefficient of friction
𝐶𝑑 = vehicle drag coefficient
𝐶𝑑 = correction factor for altitude
𝐴𝑓 = frontal vehicle area ( 𝑚2 )
𝑚 = vehicle mass (kg)
𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶3 = rolling resistance parameters
𝐺 = roadway grade
Optimization model
In this study, the optimization of the vehicle trajectory occurs between two horizons upstream and
downstream. The upstream horizon starts 300 m upstream of the traffic signal (DTI =300 m), where
the approaching vehicle can receive the SPaT messages. When the vehicle reaches the stop line, the
upstream horizon terminates and the downstream horizon starts and extends until 200 m past the
signal. As mentioned earlier, all the decelerations needed are performed at the upstream horizon
while the accelerations are undertaken at the downstream horizon.
Due to the non-linearity of the VT-CPFM-1, the solution space was discretized for the
upstream and downstream horizons according to the practical values of the deceleration (0-5 m/sec2)
and throttle values (10%-90%). Using exhaustive search principles, a brute-force algorithm was
implemented for finding the optimal solution. Making use of the deterministic nature of this control
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problem, an experience dictionary was integrated within the optimization model for saving the
previously calculated optimal trajectories along with their pertinent 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 , 𝑇𝑇𝐺, 𝐷𝑇𝐼 and queue length
values. This dictionary enabled the ECO-SEMI-Q model to perform adequately, in real time, after
several simulation runs. A sample of the python script for the ECO-SEMI-Q Trajectory Optimization
module is presented in Appendix C.
Finally, for the safety of the driver and to ensure no red violations by ECO-SEMI-Q, the
following criterion was used:
𝐷𝑇𝐼 > SSDsafe

(23)

The SSDsafe is the stopping sight distance calculated each second using 𝑉𝑖 , zero reaction time and a
deceleration rate of 3.5 m/sec2. This assumption can only be violated when the ECO-SEMI-Q is
100% confident in the estimated TTG values, which occurs during the last 3-4 seconds once an amber
is received at the minor approach.
4.3 Queue Estimation Module
For ensuring an efficient performance of the ECO-SEMI-Q, the algorithm must take into
consideration the following two factors, for each CAV (at the upstream horizon), while calculating
the optimal trajectory:
1- The queue length for traditional vehicles at the stop line during the red interval (ψ)
2- The number of CAV being optimized by the ECO-SEMI-Q during the same signal
interval while they are ahead of the current vehicle (β)
Making use of the advanced data collection techniques, such as video detection cameras, the
ψ value can be calculated accurately. However, β is calculated according to the following equation:
β = 𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑉 ∗ ∆𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑉 + ∑ 𝑙𝐶𝐴𝑉

(24)

𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑉 is the number of CAV being optimized at the upstream horizon ahead of the approaching
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vehicle, ∆𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑉 is the minimum safety gap the CAV would maintain with the leading vehicle
(∆𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑉 =2 m in this study) and ∑ 𝑙𝐶𝐴𝑉 is the total length of the 𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑉 vehicles. Using V2V
communication, the algorithm easily calculates 𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑉 and ∑ 𝑙𝐶𝐴𝑉 . The queue length estimation
module incorporates the collected ψ and calculated β values into the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm by
applying the following set of corrections to the DTI and TTG:
𝐷𝑇𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐷𝑇𝐼 − 𝜓 − 𝛽 − 𝐶𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑇𝑇𝐺𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇𝐺 + ∆𝜓

(25)
(26)

Where 𝐶𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 is the clearance of the first vehicle in the queue from the stop line and ∆ψ is the
expected time for the dissipation of the queue.
To ensure accurate performance of the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm, the ∆ψ term should be
calculated accurately and include all expected loss times at the onset of green. To this end, a cuttingedge machine learning algorithm named XGB (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) algorithm was
specifically trained for calculating the ∆ψ. The XGB is an ensemble tree-based algorithm combining
the prediction from multiple decision trees to boost the accuracy of the prediction. In this study, an
XGB model with 300 trees was trained using historical data, where the input data was the speed limit
of the link, ψ, and the number of lanes of the link in conjunction with the true ∆ψ values.
4.4 Experimental Setup
The ECO-SEMI-Q algorithm was scripted in Python and was tested using the PTV-VISSIM
microsimulation platform. PTV-VISSIM provides a custom functionality through the VISSIM-Com
interface, which makes it possible to access data and functions contained within the simulator and
also code any external function into the PTV-VISSIM platform. A Python code was written into
VISSIM-Com to control the communications to and from PTV-VISSIM through VISSIM-Com as
presented in Figure 8. The red arrows in this figure indicate the direction of the communication.
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The layout of the test semi-actuated signalized intersection is presented in Figure 8 while its pertinent
operating parameters are summarized in Table 1. The operating parameters were calculated and set
in view of the guidelines recommended by the study [44]. All approaches have only one lane, no turn
movements and the controller operates in two phases.

Table 1. Operational Characteristics of the Test Intersection
Parameter

Approach

𝑙𝑠𝑏

Major
Approaches
N.A

Minor
Approaches
25 m

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐺

25 sec.

12 sec.

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺

N.A

20 sec.

𝜆

N.A

4 sec.

𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

3 sec.

3 sec.

All red

1 sec.

1 sec.

Speed limit

60 kph

40 kph

Demand

600 vph

400 vph

Length

450 m

450 m

40

Figure 8. Direction of Communication between PTV-VISSIM and ECO-SEMI-Q
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CHAPTER 5

ECO-DRIVING DRL ALGORITHM

This chapter provides a technical description of the procedures applied for training an eco-driving
agent using DRL. The scope of the developed eco-driving DRL algorithm is limited to fixed
signalized intersections. The algorithm leverages the information communicated between the vehicle
and the infrastructure in a CAV environment to identify the state of the environment. In doing so,
the agent provides the vehicle with the optimal acceleration/deceleration values so as to maximize
the fuel consumption within the vicinity of a signalized intersection. To develop the deep
reinforcement algorithm, a group of basic variables and parameters were defined and additional
techniques were also implemented to ensure the stability of the training process. These variables,
parameters, and techniques are described in the following subsections
5.1 State and Action Space
The state space represents the characteristics of the environment while the actions space represents
the possible ways in which the agent can interact with the environment to reach the next state and
receive a reward. For the agent to solve the problem accurately, the state and possible actions must
be accurately defined during an episode of interactions.
In this study, the state and actions are defined for the episode every simulation step of one sec
along a 400-m control section consisting of 300m upstream and 100m downstream of the traffic
signal. For accurate abstraction of the environment, the total distance traveled, queue length upstream
of the stop line, vehicle speed, time to green, cruise state, and intersection approach speed data were
used to identify the state space. More specifically, the state space was identified using six variables,
namely, Distance Traveled, Queue, Speed, TTG, Cruise State, and Vapp. The actions space was
identified by discretizing the practical vehicle’s deceleration rate or throttle level. In this study, each
possible deceleration rate ranging between 0 m/s2 and -5.0 m/s2 and throttle level ranging between
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10% and 70% were coded as an integer number ranging from 1 to 21 to form the actions space. Table
2 summarizes the state and action variables.

Table 2. Space of the State and the Action in Eco-driving Environment
Variables
Distance
Traveled

Description
Total distance travelled (m)

Categories
1,2,3…,400

Speed

Queue length upstream
stop line (m)
Speed of vehicle (km/h)

TTG

Time to green

Cruise
State

Current cruise state of vehicle

Vapp

Vehicle approach speed 300m
upstream of the stop line (km/h)

0,1,2…60

Actions

Possible set of deceleration
and throttle % values

1,2…21

Queue

1,2,3…,40
1,2,3…,60
0,1,2…,50
0 = Decelerating
1 = Cruising US
2 = Accelerating
3 = Cruising DS

The table values demonstrate that solving this problem using traditional RL is impractical.
Specifically, a table of nearly 11 billion (400*40*60*51*4*61) rows and 21 columns needs to be
updated at each step, which is not feasible. This table size is even expected to increase dramatically
when modeling more complex eco-driving environments. Accordingly, abstracting the space of the
state and action using a DNN is essential for solving eco-driving problems using reinforcement
learning.
5.2 Reward
Formulating the reward received by the agent is an essential step in developing a successful and
accurate DRL model because the reward is the only feedback received and used by the agent to
optimize all underlying models. To optimize the trajectory for minimal fuel consumption, the reward
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for any action at a given state is defined by Equation (27).
𝑟(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) = −𝐹𝐶𝑖 − 10 𝛽 − 1 𝜏 + 5 𝛿

(27)

The first terms in the equation calculate the negative value of the consumed fuel (l/sec). The
𝛽, 𝜏, and 𝛿 are three dummy variables, initially set to zero. Based on the terminal state of the vehicle,
only one variable of the 𝛽, 𝜏, and 𝛿 will be set to one and the others will stay zero. 𝛽 reinforces the
agent not to violate the red signal, speed limit, or cruise at a speed of less than 5 km/h. Whenever a
violation occurs, 𝛽 turns to one and the episode is terminated. The 𝜏 and 𝛿 reinforce the agent to turn
the vehicle speed back to the initial 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 value. If the vehicle successfully finishes the episode by
traveling the 400m control section and the final speed is less than 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 by a certain threshold (5
km/h), then 𝜏 is set to 1; otherwise, 𝛿 is set to 1. Since the cumulative fuel consumption of a vehicle
passing the upstream and downstream segments (400 m) can never exceed 1 liter, large cumulative
reward values will occur only when the vehicle passes the control section without violating red signals
and its speed is restored close to 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 . It is worth mentioning that following the same logic, the
coefficients for the 𝛽, 𝜏, and 𝛿 parameters can take other combination of values, and the DRL
algorithm is still able to train the agent adequately.
5.3 Deep Neural Network
In this study, a DNN with three hidden layers (400x200x200) is trained using Equation (3) as a loss
function. The DNN approximates the optimal policy described in Equation (2) by receiving the state
of the environment as an input and calculates the Q-value for each possible action. Using a linear
activation function for the last (output) layer is a common practice in DRL and therefore was
implemented in this study. For the other three hidden layers, a Rectified Linear unit (ReLu) activation
function was used. The RMSprop gradient descent algorithm [45] with a learning rate of 0.001 was
used for training the DNN. Figure 9 depicts the architecture of the trained DNN.
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Figure 9. Architecture of the Trained Deep Neural Network
5.4 Experience Replay Memory
Stochastic gradient descent algorithms expect independent samples of experiences (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , r).
However, the experiences arrive in the order they occur in the environment and experienced by the
agent. Accordingly, each pair of successive experiences is highly correlated. To account for this,
experiences of each step (𝑠𝑖 , a, 𝑠𝑖+1 , r) are stored in an experience replay memory and a random batch
is selected for the training. Once the memory capacity is reached, the older samples are discarded.
In this study, the memory size was 800,000, batch size was 64, and the number of epochs for training
the DNN was 10 epochs.
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5.5 Target Network
Recalling the loss function used for training the DNN, the target term in Equation (3) is calculated
using the current DNN. The DNN works as a whole, thus each update of a point in the Q function
influences the whole area around that point. The points of 𝑄𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) and 𝑄𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑎𝑖+1 ) are highly
correlated because each sample describes a transition from 𝑠𝑖 to 𝑠𝑖+1 . Consequently, the value of the
target term is expected to move with each update for the weights while training the DNN, which can
cause instabilities, oscillations, or divergence.
To overcome this problem, a target network was implemented to maintain stable and accurate
learning. The target network is another network used while training the current DNN for calculating
the target term in the loss function. The target network is similar in architecture to the current DNN,
however, the weights of the target network are kept frozen in time and updated (by copying the
weights from the current DNN) every specific number of steps, typically 10,000 steps in this study.
5.6 Action Selection Policy
The action selection policy is a major challenge for any DRL while training the agent. For instance,
the agent can perform exploratory actions attempting to learn more or just perform exploitive greedy
actions using the Q values learned so far. In this study, an 𝜖-greedy approach is implemented, which
selects the actions at random (explore) with a probability 𝜖 and uses the current DNN to select actions
with the highest Q values (exploit) with a probability of 1- 𝜖. The value of 𝜖 decreases as the agent
proceeds with the training according to Equation (28) such that it starts training with a policy that
explores more and behaves greedier over time.

𝜖 = 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝜖𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 )−𝜆𝑖
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(28)

Where:
𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 = The minimum value of 𝜖 and equals 0.05
𝜖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = The initial value of 𝜖 at time step zero and equals 1
𝜆 = rate of decay (in this study =0.000005)
𝑖 = Simulation step (in this study = 1 sec)

Figure 10 depicts the logic of integrating all the above-mentioned components to form the core
structure of the DRL algorithm.

Figure 10. The Core Structure of the DRL Algorithm
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5.7 Prioritized Experienced Replay
A major enhancement to the DRL algorithm presented in Figure 10 can be achieved by changing the
sampling distribution for selecting the batch samples from the experience replay memory. Instead of
using random sampling for drawing a batch of experiences, prioritized experienced replay ranks the
experiences that do not fit well with the current estimate of the Q function. The experiences that
contradict with the DNN estimates are of more interest to our model since the DNN still needs to get
trained to fit them. In this case, the error for each experience received (𝑠𝑖 ,𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , r) is calculated
using the following formula:
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = |𝑄𝑖 − 𝑟 − 𝛾 max 𝑄𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑎𝑖+1 )|

(29)

Afterward, the error is changed to priority using this equation:
𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝜑)𝜗

(30)

Where 𝜑 is a positive constant to ensure that no experience receives any zero priority, and 𝜗 controls
the difference in priority between high and low errors. The 𝜑 and 𝜗 were assigned values of 0.01
and 0.6, respectively. That way none of the experiences will have a zero priority, and the high error
experiences will be favored for training the DNN. The priority value for each experience was stored
in the experience replay memory along with (𝑠𝑖 ,𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , r). Finally, the priority for each experience
can be changed to a probability (𝑃𝑖 ) for selecting such experience while drawing the sample batch for
training DNN using the following formula:
𝑃𝑖 =

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖
∑𝑖=800,000
𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖
𝑖=1

(31)

5.8 Double Learning
Another major improvement for boosting the stability and accuracy of the algorithms during the
training process is the double learning technique. Revisiting Equation (3), the agent tends to
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overestimate the value of the target term, calculated by the target network, due to the maximization
function in the equation. When training starts, the estimates of 𝑄𝑖+1 for each action are noisy and
differ from the true value. Consequently, the action with the highest positive error is selected and the
resulting 𝑄𝑖+1 value is subsequently passed to further states (all subsequent experiences) within the
episode. This leads to a positive bias and misleading estimates of 𝑄𝑖+1 value, causing the stability of
the learning process to severely deteriorate.
Double learning is a recently proposed technique [46] that can solve this problem by
decoupling the maximization action from its value by using two separate neural networks.
Specifically, instead of using just one neural network (target network) for calculating both 𝑄𝑖+1 for
each possible 𝑎𝑖+1 actions and selecting the maximal action, it implements an additional network that
uses the pair (𝑆𝑖+1, 𝑎𝑖+1 ) together with the maximal 𝑄𝑖+1 obtained from the first network to
recalculate 𝑄𝑖+1. Considering the fact that there are already two networks that give different 𝑄𝑖+1
values (DNN and Target network), the double learning can easily be implemented by redefining the
Target term in the loss function Equation (3) as:
𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = [𝑟 + 𝛾 𝑄𝑖+1 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑎𝑖+1 ))]

(32)

At this point, the DRL algorithm is ready for training the DRL eco-driving algorithm. It is
worth mentioning that based on the value of 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 implemented in the action selection policy, the
agent will eventually keep training the DNN within the DRL algorithm 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 % of the time. Although
the 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 value can be set to zero to terminate training the DRL algorithm after a large number of
episodes, however, this is very uncommon. Usually, 𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 is set to a value close to 1-5% to prevent
the DRL algorithm from reaching sub-optimal solutions. A pseudo-code for the algorithm is
summarized as follows:
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The Pseudo code of the Deep Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
Initialize the Current DNN with random weights (DNN)
Initialize the Target Network with random weights (TNET)
Initialize the Experience Replay Memory (Memory)
Observe the initial state of the environment (𝑠𝑖 )
Repeat
Select an action 𝑎𝑖
With probability ε select a random action
Else use DNN to select greedy action (𝑎𝑖 = argmax 𝑄𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 , a))
Apply action 𝑎𝑖
Calculate the reward (𝑟) using Equation (27)
Observe 𝑟 and new state 𝑠𝑖+1
Calculate the 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖
Store the experience (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑟, 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖 ) in the memory
Draw a batch of (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1 , 𝑟) from memory according to the 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖 value
For every experience in the batch calculate the Target term (TT)
If 𝑠𝑖+1 is terminal state, TT= 𝑟
Else use TNET and DNN to calculate TT using Equation (32)
Train the DANN using RMSPP optimizer using Equation (3)
Update TNET every 10,000 steps
Update Priority of all experiences in the replay memory
s = s'
Until terminated
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5.9 Experimental Setup
The DRL algorithm was written in Python using the SciPy, NumPy and Pandas libraries in
conjunction with the Keras and TensorFlow deep learning libraries. The training and testing of the
DRL algorithm were conducted using PTV-VISSIM platform. PTV-VISSIM provides a custom
functionality through the VISSIM-Com interface, which makes it possible to access data and
functions contained within the platform and also to code any external function into PTV-VISSIM. A
Python script was written to control the communications to and from PTV-VISSIM through the
VISSIM-Com interface as presented in Figure 11. The red arrows in this figure indicate the direction
of communication.
The layout of the intersection used for training and testing the algorithm is also shown in
Figure 11. Each approach is composed of two through lanes in addition to one dedicated lane for
right and left turn near the traffic signal. The speed limit was 60 km/h and the traffic demand was
600 vph on each approach. The right and left turn movements were assumed 10% of the through
movement. The agent was trained only on vehicles in the through lanes of all approaches. The signal
timing for the through movement is assumed the same for all approaches and consists of 36 sec green,
4 sec yellow, and 60 sec red with an overall cycle length of 100 sec. As mentioned earlier, an episode
of training starts 300 m upstream of the signal and ends 100 m downstream.
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Figure 11. Direction of Communications to/from PTV-VISSIM through VISSIM-Com
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CHAPTER 6

MARKET PENETRATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this dissertation, the evaluation of the developed eco-driving algorithms was performed at two
stages. First, to assess their performance on a microscopic scale, the algorithms were applied to
randomly selected test vehicles arriving during the same signal indication and fulfilling case 3
(Defined in section 3.1). The second stage was to evaluate the performance of the algorithms on the
macroscopic scale through a sensitivity analysis performed for different CAV MPR (Market
Penetration Rates.
6.1 Microscopic Evaluation
In the microscopic stage, two cases were considered in this evaluation, namely, a base case where the
vehicle is not controlled by the agent/algorithm, and a controlled case where the vehicle is controlled
by the agent/algorithm. For both cases, each simulation run was performed using the same random
seed to generate identical traffic characteristics at the start of the control section upstream of the signal
approach.
Semi-Actuated Algorithm
Figure 12 depicts the speed time profiles before and after applying ECO-SEMI-Q for three randomly
selected vehicles. For the base case, shown in Figure 12(a), the test vehicles entered the control
section, at distance of 150 m, during a green indication. When the signal changed to red, the
uncontrolled vehicles maintained their approach speeds until they reached the stop line and came to
a complete stop to form a queue. When the ECO-SEMI-Q was applied, as shown in Figure 12(b),
the three vehicles were advised to reduce their speed and reach the stop line during green without
coming to a stop. Figure 12 depicts the effectiveness of ECO-SEMI-Q in guiding vehicles to move
at a relatively uniform speed.
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Figure 12. The Speed Time Profiles for Test Vehicles
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In addition, the figure demonstrates the effectiveness of the queue estimation module within
the ECO-SEMI-Q, where the trajectories for the three vehicles, controlled simultaneously by the
agent, were smooth and none of them stopped. Specifically, the ECO-SEMI-Q guided vehicle 15 to
have a gap of 2 m (∆𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑉 ) with vehicle 14 at the onset of green indication.
The instantaneous fuel consumption rates were also estimated in ml/sec for the two cases, and
results are presented in Figure 13(a). As shown in the figure, the ECO-SEMI-Q was able to guide
the vehicles to maintain uniform fuel consumption rates. The consumption rates for the vehicles with
the ECO-SEMI-Q were relatively lower compared to the case without the ECO-SEMI-Q, where the
rates were higher, especially at the start of green where vehicles accelerated from rest. Overall, the
ECO-SEMI-Q reduced the fuel consumption of the three test vehicles by about 29.24% over the
control section. Similarly, the acceleration rate was calculated for the three vehicles as they move
through the control sections as shown in Figure 13(b) for both cases. As shown, the acceleration of
the test vehicles when controlled with the ECO-SEMI-Q is relatively smoother than that without the
agent. To measure the variability in acceleration rates shown in this figure, the acceleration noise
was computed. The acceleration noise measures the disutility associated with successive
decelerations and accelerations in a signalized environment and provides an indication of the
smoothness of traffic flow [47]. The acceleration noise is defined as the root mean square deviation
of the acceleration of the vehicle driven independently of other vehicles [48]. As expected, the
acceleration noise for vehicles controlled by the agent was 21.9% less than that of the case without
the agent. When only running time is considered, i.e., excluding stopped time, the reduction in
acceleration noise associated with the controlled cases was about 28.8%. This implies a reduction in
vehicle emissions. In fact, it was suggested that this acceleration noise might be considered as a good
indication of the fuel consumptions, vehicle emissions, and safety of traffic [49].
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DRL Algorithms
Two scenarios were considered in this evaluation, namely, a base case scenario without an agent and
an agent-controlled scenario. For both scenarios, the simulation was run using the same random seed
to generate identical traffic characteristics at the start of the control section upstream of the signal
approach. When the test vehicle entered the control section, the signal indication was red and the
time to green was 39 sec.
Figure 14 depicts the speed- and space-time profiles for the two scenarios. In Figure 14(a),
the agent was able to advise the vehicle to cruise at about 27 km/h to reach the stop line just when the
signal indication turned green. Figure 14(b) indicates that the vehicle in the agent-controlled scenario
crossed the end of the control section one second earlier than the vehicle in the base case scenario.
This is because the vehicle in the agent-controlled scenario was guided to travel at a cruise speed until
the start of green, then accelerate at a higher rate than the vehicle in the base case scenario, which
started from a complete stop. In other words, the agent-controlled vehicle was able to reduce the
start-up delay at the traffic signal.
The instantaneous fuel consumption rate was estimated in ml/sec for the two scenarios, and
the results are presented in Figure 15(a). The acceleration rate was also calculated as shown in Figure
15(b). Figure 15(a) shows how the agent was able to guide the vehicle to maintain a uniform and
relatively low fuel consumption rate compared to the base case scenario. This resulted in a reduction
of fuel consumption by the test vehicle by about 23% for the agent-controlled scenario. Figure 15(b)
shows also that the acceleration of the test vehicle in the agent-controlled scenario is relatively
smoother than that in the base case scenario. The results from the algorithm were utilized to calculate
the acceleration noise in both scenarios.
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a) Time – speed diagram

b) Time-space diagram
Figure 14. The Speed- and Space-Time Profiles for Test Vehicles
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a) Fuel consumption rate

b) Acceleration rate
Figure 15. Fuel Consumption and Acceleration Rates of the Test Vehicle
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As expected, the acceleration noise in the agent-controlled scenario was 16.9% less than that of the
base case scenario. When only the running time was considered, the reduction in acceleration
noise associated with the agent-controlled scenario was about 31.7%.
6.2 Macroscopic Evaluation
A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the impact of various MPR of CAV equipped
with the eco-driving application.

The evaluation was performed for one-hour simulation period

repeated N times with different random seed numbers. The value of N was calculated for each MPR
using Equation (33) and the maximum value was implemented for all MPR values. In this study,
seven and nine runs were sufficient to evaluate the Semi-Actuated and DRL eco-driving algorithms,
respectively.
𝑆 2
𝑁 = (𝑡 )
2 𝜇𝜀

(33)

Where:

μ: Mean value of the estimated fuel consumption rates
S: Standard deviation of the estimated fuel consumption rates

𝜀 : Margin of error allowed in the μ value
𝑡/2 : The critical value of the t distribution at the significance level α.
In this study, the margin of error allowed was 5% and the significance level was set to 0.05.
Semi-Actuated Algorithm
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3 and depicted in Figure 16. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the ECO-SEMI-Q in fuel savings even at low MPR. As shown in
the table and the figure, the savings in fuel consumption increase with the increase in the MPR of the
ECO-SEMI-Q. At full MPR for the ECO-SEMI-Q, the savings in fuel consumption were about 20%.
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Table 3. ECO-SEMI-Q Market Penetration Rates Sensitivity Analysis
Market

Fuel Consumption

%Fuel

Total Time in

% Travel Time

Penetration %

(Liters)

Saving

Network (Hours)

Saving

0

80.90

0%

22.34

-0.00%

10

80.19

1%

22.55

-0.94%

20

77.54

4%

22.50

-0.69%

30

74.93

7%

22.47

-0.56%

40

73.91

9%

22.43

-0.37%

50

72.14

11%

22.40

-0.25%

60

71.93

11%

22.34

0.01%

70

70.57

13%

22.27

0.31%

80

68.30

16%

22.10

1.08%

90

67.41

17%

21.99

1.58%

100

64.51

20%

22.34

2.80%

20%
Percent Reduction in fuel consumption

18%

Perecent Reduction in Travel Time

Percent Reduction

15%
13%
10%
8%
5%
3%

0%
-3%

0

20

40

60

80

100

Market Peneteration Rate of ECO-SEMI-Q

-5%
Figure 16. Percent Reductions in Fuel Consumption and Travel Time for ECO-SEMI-Q MPR
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Interestingly, the pattern of savings in travel time is not similar to the pattern of the fuel
consumption savings for the different MPR. For instance, at low MPR the savings in travel time
experience negative values implying a delay in total travel time. This can be attributed to the
geometry of the intersection used for testing the ECO-SEMI-Q. The eco-driving algorithm was tested
on an intersection with all approaches having a single lane. As a result, there were no passing
maneuvers possible past the signal and the traditional vehicles following a CAV controlled with the
ECO-SEMI-Q were not able to accelerate back to their approach speed easily. They were hindered
by the preceding CAV and were forced to follow it as it accelerates smoothly downstream of the
traffic signal. Since traditional vehicles are assumed having no cruise control system in this study,
they failed to follow the CAV precisely downstream of the signals and experienced fluctuations of
braking and accelerating.
However, as the MPR increases and reaches values beyond 50% the ECO-SEMI-Q provides
savings in travel time in addition to the savings in fuel consumption. These savings are expected
because at large MPR values all vehicles arriving during red are able to pass the intersection without
stopping. This eradicates the start-up delays due to stopping at the intersection. For MPR of 50%
and beyond the savings in travel time due to eliminating the start-up delay upstream the signal
outweigh the delays downstream the signals and there is a net saving in total travel time.
DRL Algorithms
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the DRL eco-driving algorithm are summarized in
Table 4 and presented in Figure 17. The figure summarizes the impact of different MPR of CAV
equipped with the DRL eco-driving application, on the total fuel consumption and travel time at the
intersection. As shown in the results, when all vehicles are controlled by the DRL eco-driving
application the percent reduction in fuel consumption is as high as 15%.
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Table 4. DRL Market Penetration Rates Sensitivity Analysis
Market

Fuel Consumption

%Fuel

Total Time in

% Travel Time

Penetration %

(Liters)

Saving

Network (Hours)

Saving

0

153

0

40.745

0.00%

10

80.19

-1%

22.55

0.05%

20

77.54

-3%

22.5

0.40%

30

74.93

-1%

22.47

0.65%

40

73.91

1%

22.43

0.98%

50

72.14

4%

22.4

1.34%

60

71.93

7%

22.34

1.79%

70

70.57

10%

22.27

2.56%

80

68.3

12%

22.1

3.67%

90

67.41

14%

21.99

4.86%

100

129.59

15%

38.48

5.57%

20%
Percent Reduction in fuel consumption

18%

Perecent Reduction in Travel Time

Percent Reduction

15%
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10%
8%
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3%
0%
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Figure 17. Percent Reductions in Fuel Consumption and Travel Time for DRL MPR
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100

As shown in the figure, the DRL algorithm is capable of achieving substantial savings in fuel
consumption for MPR greater than 35%. When the eco-driving technology is applied at less than
35% MPR, there is a negative impact on fuel consumption. This negative impact at lower MPR rates
is attributed to the aggressive lane changing and passing maneuvers performed by the traditional
vehicles when following a CAV. When a CAV is under eco-driving control, it is more likely to travel
slower than uncontrolled vehicles (traditional and right turn movement vehicles). These uncontrolled
vehicles tend to perform aggressive maneuvers to either change lane or pass CAV and cut into the
gaps ahead. Accordingly, these low MPR (<35%) were still accompanied by a considerable reduction
in travel times, regardless of the increase in fuel consumption, as shown in Figure 6. These findings
are in agreement with previous studies [50]. For MPR values more than 35%, the impacts of the ecodriving application become more apparent.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Increased fuel consumption at signalized intersections results from erratic fluctuations in
accelerations and decelerations associated with stop-and-go driving conditions.

Eco-driving

applications at signalized intersections are a key component of sustainable Intelligent Transportation
Systems and one of the most efficient techniques for increasing the sustainability of transportation
networks in terms of fuel consumptions and greenhouse gas emissions. There are ample studies that
have developed eco-driving applications for fixed-time signalized intersections. However,
developing such applications for semi-actuated signals is more challenging due to the variations in
cycle lengths in response to vehicles’ actuations and/or the use of recall function for specific phases.
This study developed a framework for an eco-driving application (ECO-SEMI-Q) that
provides more efficient traffic movements at semi-actuated intersections in terms of vehicle fuel
consumption and emissions. The ECO-SEMI-Q makes use of additional detectors installed 300 m
upstream of the stop line of minor road approaches to provide accurate estimates of the red indications
on the major road approaches. The ECO-SEMI-Q also takes into consideration the queue effects
upstream of the signal. The performance of the ECO-SEMI-Q was evaluated in the PTV-VISSIM
microsimulation platform for microscopic and macroscopic scales. For the microscopic scale, the
controlled case had savings in fuel consumption of nearly 29.2% compared to the case without
control. Moreover, the acceleration noise for the controlled case was less than that for the case with
no control by nearly 21.9%. In terms of macroscopic performance, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted to evaluate the impact of various MPR of CAV equipped with the ECO-SEMI-Q
algorithms. The results indicated that the saving in fuel consumption increased proportionally with
the increase in MPR, with an overall saving of 20% over the entire network at 100% market
penetration. Furthermore, when the MP is greater than 50%, the model shows savings in travel times.
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This dissertation also presented a DRL (Deep Reinforcement Learning) algorithm for training
an eco-driving agent that utilizes the information communicated between vehicles and the
infrastructure in a CAV (Connected/Autonomous Vehicles) environment to determine the optimal
acceleration/deceleration rates that minimize fuel consumption in the vicinity of a signalized
intersection. Unlike the previous methods mentioned in the literature, the developed DRL algorithm
does not require prior knowledge of models of the environment to solve the eco-driving problem. For
instance, the DRL does not assume that the agent knows the state-transition and fuel consumption
models. Moreover, three novel techniques namely, prioritized experience replay, target network, and
double learning were implemented in the DRL algorithms to overcome the expected instabilities
reported in some studies while training the eco-driving agent. The DRL algorithm was also interfaced
with PTV-VISSIM via VISSIM-Com environment, and the model was run to simulate the traffic
operation at a typical signalized intersection. Similar to the ECO-SEMI-Q, the performance of the
DRL eco-driving agent was evaluated at microscopic and macroscopic levels. At the microscopic
level, the vehicle controlled by the DRL agent experienced savings in fuel consumption of up to 23%
compared to the uncontrolled case. In terms of macroscopic performance, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted to evaluate the impact of different MPR of eco-driving. The results indicated a negative
impact of the eco-driving agent for MPR less than 35% due to the aggressive lane change and passing
maneuvers. However, for higher MPR, savings in fuel consumption become more apparent and reach
15% at 100% MPR.
This study is the first attempt to solve the eco-driving problem for semi-actuated intersections
while implementing a predictive module to react in advance to the expected actuations from random
arrivals on the intersection approaches. The model developed in this study provides opportunities for
more environmentally sustainable semi-actuated intersections in terms of fuel consumptions and
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emissions. The developed ECO-SEMI-Q model can be easily implemented in field practice with the
installment of additional vehicle detectors 300m upstream of the stop line of each minor approach.
In addition, providing an eco-driving application for semi-actuated signalized intersections is of great
benefit and importance to practitioners and decision makers due to the large number of semi-actuated
and fully actuated signalized intersections in the transportation network. For instance, many fullyactuated traffic signals operate as semi-actuated traffic signals when the coordination system is
running during peak periods and reverse back to fully actuated during off-peak hours. This makes
the ECO-SEMI-Q algorithms, developed in this dissertation, applicable to fully actuated signals
during peak hours. This dissertation is also the first attempt at solving the eco-driving problem for
fixed signalized intersections using an agent trained by DRL, which is of high importance and
multiple benefits. Specifically, with the use of a deep neural network and the innovative techniques
proposed for stabilizing the training process, the DRL algorithm is capable of solving control
problems with environments of large dimensionality and space of state and actions. Furthermore,
once training is complete and an acceptable accuracy is reached by the agent, the DRL eco-driving
agent can be applied to control the vehicles on a real-time basis.
Finally, since the actions proposed by the developed algorithms are the optimal deceleration
rates or throttle percentages every one second, it is highly recommended that two eco-driving
algorithms developed in this dissertation are implemented as a cooperative adaptive cruise control
system to guide the vehicles in the vicinity of the intersection.
Overall, this study provides the technical knowledge needed by legislators and decision
makers for implementing the eco-driving application in the field for semi-actuated controllers. This
finding is considered promising for potential applications of the developed ECO-SEMI-Q model and
further enhancement of its features to accommodate fully actuated controllers. Also, this study
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provides the technical knowledge needed for solving the eco-driving problem using DRL. With
minor enhancements and more training, the DRL can be used to train agents to solve the eco-driving
problems for vehicles traversing multiple intersections as well as semi-actuated signals, which will
be addressed in future research. Finally, based on the findings of this study, it is highly recommended
to perform a comprehensive sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of factors such as CAV
MPR, % turn movements and traffic volume jointly on the performance of the eco-driving agent.
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APPENDIX A: VT-CPFM-1 PYTHON SCRIPT IN VISSIM-COM
'''This is the function

calculating the Fuel consumption for Toyota Camry 2016 '''

#The function takes as an input the speed at the end of the simulation step and the
#acceleration during the step
def FC(a,b):

#Speed (a) taken must be in Kph and acc (b) in ms2

vel=float(a)
acc=float(b)
Chig = 1; Cr = 1.75;

c1 = 0.0328;

C2 = 4.575;
Afront = 2.28;
etaD = 0.92;
m = 1470;

# Kg

Cdrag = 0.28
widle = 700; # (rpm)
d = 2.5;
N = 4;
FEhigh = 35;
FEcity=25
#Fhwy=float(38.6013)*float((1.3466/float(FEhigh))+0.001376)
#G=0 #grade
#Calculate the total Resistance forces.
R = float((1.2256 / 25.92) *float(Cdrag) * float(Chig) *float(Afront) * (vel*vel) +
(9.8066 *float(m) * float(Cr) *( (float(c1) * vel +float(C2)) / 1000)))
#Input the calibrated parameters values.
alpha0 = 0.0006289
alpha1 = 2.676e-05
alpha2 = 1e-06
P =float(((R + 1.04 * m * acc) / (3600 * etaD)) * vel)
#alpha0 = float((Pmf0 * widle * d * 3.42498) / (22164 * Q * N))
Fuel_Consumption =(alpha0 + alpha1 * P + alpha2 * (P *P))
if P < 0:
Fuel_Consumption = float(alpha0)
#print(alpha0,alpha1,alpha2)
return Fuel_Consumption
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE VISSIM-COM ECO-DRIVING SCRIPT
#This code returns a panda of all possible Optimal trajectories upstream a stop line.
def UpstreamFC(speed_vissim,Time_to_Green,Dis_to_inter,dt,UpstreamDictionary):
import numpy as np
import math as m
from TRB_FC import FC
import pandas as pd
from TRB_FC_resistance import FCR
speed_vissim=np.floor(speed_vissim)
Dis_to_inter=np.floor(Dis_to_inter)
#The upstream dictionary should be opned in main file
"""Here we must load the upstream Disctionary"""
#UpstreamDictionary=pickle.load(open("UpstreamDictionary.pkl",'rb'))
'''using dictionaries to memorize the upstream claulations'''
if (str(speed_vissim),str(Time_to_Green),str(Dis_to_inter))\
in UpstreamDictionary:
return UpstreamDictionary[str(speed_vissim),str(Time_to_Green),
str(Dis_to_inter)]
#This should return a panda for the upstream calculations
else:
#import time

#Just to calulate running time

V_approach=speed_vissim*float(1/3.6) #speed in meter/sec
#vsl=va-deccelration*t+m.sqrt(deccelration*(deccelration*(t**)-2Va*t+2*X))
#

with no any cruise (Cruise Distance =0)

Dec_min= (2*float(V_approach)(2*float(Dis_to_inter)/float(Time_to_Green)))\
/(float(Time_to_Green))
Dec_max=6.0
Trajectories=np.append(np.arange(Dec_min,3,0.1),np.arange(3.1,Dec_max,0.2))
# All possible dec rates for this vehicle at this approach speed and location
Traj_paramters=np.zeros((len(Trajectories),7))

# create a numpy array for

Traj_paramters_pd=pd.DataFrame(Traj_paramters,index=None,
columns=["Dec rate","Vstopline Kph","Dist Dec",
"Time Dec","Dist Cruise","Time Cruise"
,"Fuel.Cons.Upstream"])
# final speed, fuel consumption)
Traj_paramters_pd["Dec rate"]=Trajectories
#Filling the rest of the trajectory data
for index, row in Traj_paramters_pd.iterrows():
Fuel_Consumption_NP =np.empty(0)
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Dec_rate =float(row [0])
#calculating and setting the Vstopline
try:V_Stopline = V_approach - (Dec_rate * Time_to_Green) + \
m.sqrt(Dec_rate * (Dec_rate * Time_to_Green * Time_to_Green(2 * V_approach * Time_to_Green) + 2 * Dis_to_inter))
except: V_Stopline = -99
if V_Stopline <0:

#Chechk if the speed is -99 we terminate the loop

Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Vstopline Kph", -99)
# change the value of the Vstopline in original panda in m/sec,
#

even the column named kph, yet the speed is m/sec

Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Dist Dec",-99)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Time Dec",-99)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Dist Cruise",-99)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Time Cruise",-99)
continue

#if the trajecotry is non feasible,

Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index,"Vstopline Kph", (V_Stopline))
#change the value of the Vstopline in original panda in m/sec
#calculating and setting the value of Dist Decc and time Decc
Dist_Dec=float((V_approach**2-V_Stopline**2)/(2.0*Dec_rate))
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Dist Dec", (Dist_Dec))
Time_Dec=float((V_approach-V_Stopline)/Dec_rate)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Time Dec", (Time_Dec))
Dist_Cruise=round(Dis_to_inter-Dist_Dec,3)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Dist Cruise", (Dist_Cruise))
Time_Cruise = round((Dist_Cruise/V_Stopline),3)
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Time Cruise", (Time_Cruise))

T=0; V= V_approach; A=Dec_rate; Movement=np.array([[V,A]]);dt=dt
#This loop for calculating V and A during deccelration
while T <= Time_Dec:
T+= dt
if T <= Time_Dec:
V = V - (Dec_rate * dt)
Movement = np.concatenate\
((Movement, np.array([[V, A]])),axis=0)
# This loop for calculating V and A during Cruise
while T <= Time_to_Green:
V=row[1]

#This is the stopline speed from the panda file

A=0.0
Movement =np.concatenate((Movement, np.array([[V,0]])),axis=0)
#Zero to put them in rows, ie: stack them vertically
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T += dt
#This loop will calulate the FC for each movement combination
for M in Movement:
Fuel_Consumption_NP=np.append\
(Fuel_Consumption_NP,(FC(3.6*M[0],-M[1])))
#change speed back to kph befor applying FC
#use trapazoidal rule to calulate the area
Fuel_Cons_Upstream=np.trapz(Fuel_Consumption_NP, dx=dt)
#use trapazoidal rule to calulate fuel consumption
Traj_paramters_pd.set_value(index, "Fuel.Cons.Upstream",(Fuel_Cons_Upstream))
# change the value of the Totoal upstream fuel consumption
Traj_paramters_UP=Traj_paramters_pd[Traj_paramters_pd['Vstopline Kph'] > 0]
#Remove all rows with negative Vstop Value
Traj_paramters_UP.to_excel("Trajectory paramters upstream.xlsx")
# Save the final panda to new panda
UpstreamDictionary[(str(speed_vissim), str(Time_to_Green),
str(Dis_to_inter))] = Traj_paramters_UP
return Traj_paramters_UP

#This function returns a panda with all possible trajectories for a vehicle
#(Upstream+Downstream) until the terminal speed is reached back again
#This function takes the final speed =approach speed (KPH),
# panda file from Upstream, and the time step for the
#trajectory calculations (resolution) dt =time precision for plotting
#

the trajectory (here we calculate FC every 1 second)

def DownstreamFC(speed_vissim,Traj_paramters_pd,dt):
import numpy as np
import math as m
from TRB_FC import FC
from TRB_FC_resistance import FCR
import pandas as pd
speed_vissim = (speed_vissim) #Speed in Kph
Throttle=np.arange(0.05,0.8,0.05)
upstream_paramters=Traj_paramters_pd

#thisi is panda from upstream

Final_Parameters = pd.DataFrame(index=None, columns=
["Dec rate", "Vstopline Kph", "Dist Dec", "Time Dec", "Dist CruiseUp",
"Time CruiseUp",

"FC Upstream",'Throttle','Dist Acc',

"Final speed","Time Acc",'DistCruise down',"TimeCruise down",
"FC DS","Toal FC"])
#

# create an empty panda dataframe for storing

all possible UPS and DS combinations (Dec rate, final speed, fuel consumption)
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Vfinal=float(speed_vissim/3.6) #now we use Vfinal as m/sec
#

in all needed dynamic calulations

DownDist=200 #downstream control distance considered in meters
P= 170*4100* 0.7457/5252
m = 1470

#Max torque * RPM * chanhge HP to KW /5252

#longitudinal coffecient of friction and mass in KG

j=0 #This is a counter for writng the final panda file
for row in upstream_paramters.itertuples():
#if row[2]==-99:
#if row[2] < 2:
#

#inidcates the Vstopline
# inidcates the Vstopline

continue

for i,thr in enumerate(Throttle):
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Dec rate", (row[1]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Vstopline Kph", (3.6*row[2]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Dist Dec", (row[3]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Time Dec", (row[4]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Dist CruiseUp", (row[5]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Time CruiseUp", (row[6]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "FC Upstream", (row[7]))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Throttle", (thr))
#we will start acceleration part calculations
Movement=np.empty((0,2))

#Zero rows and two columns

Fuel_Consumption=np.empty((0,1))
V=row[2]

#speed from upstream panda file in m/sec

A=0
Dist_Acc=0
Time_Acc=0
#Movement = [];Fuel_Consumption=[]
Dist_CruiseDown = 0;

Time_CruiseDown = 0 \

;Distance_Downstream=0
Fmin = 0.5 * m * 9.8067 * 0.85
while (float(V) < Vfinal) and \
(float(Dist_Acc) < float(DownDist)):
try:TractiveForce = \
min(float(3600 * thr * 0.90 * P / (V*3.6 )),Fmin)
# speed must be Kph in this equation and power is the
#

maximum power provided by max Torque

except:TractiveForce=thr*0.75*3.3*3.634*230.48905121633797
# This is the tractiveforce from rest, only used when V=0,
#TractiveForce = float(thr * 0.92 * P / V )
#

speed is m/sec in this equation
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R=FCR(V) #We input speed in m/sec and it already the case
A=float(TractiveForce-R)/m

#in m/sex2

Movement = np.append(Movement, np.array([[V, A]]), axis=0)
Time_Acc+=dt
Dist_Acc=Dist_Acc+(V*dt+(0.5*A*dt*dt)) #Update distance
V = V + (A*dt)
#print("A=",A,"V=",V,"Distacc=",Dist_Acc)
if float(V) > Vfinal: #In case speed exceeded Vfinal
#

before the 200 m downstream

Add_speed = (V-Vfinal);
V=Vfinal;
try:
tadd=float(Add_speed)/float(A)
except: #happens when no acceleration is needed
tadd=0
Time_Acc = Time_Acc-tadd
Dist_Acc=Dist_Acc-((V*tadd)+(0.5*A*tadd*tadd))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Final speed",(V*3.6))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Dist Acc", (Dist_Acc))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Time Acc", (Time_Acc))
Distance_Downstream = Dist_Acc
# This loop for calculating crusies dynamics, all the
#

variables named acceleration are reused in the

#

crusie part as well.

while float(Distance_Downstream) <float(DownDist):
#DownDist is the 200m fixed constant
Time_CruiseDown += dt
Distance_Downstream += (Vfinal*dt)
Dist_CruiseDown = Dist_CruiseDown+(Vfinal*dt)
Movement = np.append\
(Movement, np.array([[Vfinal,0]]), axis=0)
Add_dist=(Distance_Downstream-DownDist)
Time_CruiseDown=(Time_CruiseDown-float(Add_dist/Vfinal))
Dist_CruiseDown=Dist_CruiseDown-float(Add_dist)
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "DistCruise down",
(Dist_CruiseDown))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "TimeCruise down",
(Time_CruiseDown))
# This loop will calulate the FC for
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# each movement combination
for M in Movement:
Fuel_Consumption=np.append\
(Fuel_Consumption, (FC((3.6*M[0]), M[1])))
# use trapazoidal rule to calulate the area
Fuel_Cons_downstream = np.trapz(Fuel_Consumption, dx=dt)
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "FC DS",
(Fuel_Cons_downstream))
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Toal FC",
(row[7] +Fuel_Cons_downstream))
else:
#

# In case the 200 downstream reached without reaching
approach speed, thus no any cruise,

Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Final speed",-99)
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Dist Acc",-99)
Final_Parameters.set_value(j, "Time Acc", -99)
j += 1
# Remove rows with throttles that failed reaching
Final_Parameters_DN = \
Final_Parameters[Final_Parameters["Final speed"] > 0]
Final_Parameters_DN.to_excel\
("All paramters full trajectory.xlsx")
return Final_Parameters_DN
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APPENDIX C: ECO-SEMI-Q TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION MODULE
SCRIPT
#This function will call the upstream and Downstream FC functions, and select
the best trajectory and will discretize into Movement (SPEED Array)
Def VissimOpt(Speed_Vissim,Time_to_Green,Dis_to_inter,dt,UpstreamDictionary,
FinalOptimizationDictionary,InitalApproach):
#we input (Approach speed of vehicle kph, TTG

(sec), Distance to

intersection (m), dt=trajectory calc. precision in seconds(sec),
upstreamdictionary =upstream pandas, and final dictionary for optimization
algorithms
import numpy as np
import math as m
from TRB_FC import FC
from TRB_FC_resistance import FCR
import pandas as pd
from TRB_UpstreamFC import UpstreamFC as US
from TRB_DownstreamFC import DownstreamFC as DS
from TRB_FC_resistance import FCR
InitalApproach=InitalApproach #This is the original approach speed
speed_vissim=Speed_Vissim

#vehicel approach speed from vissim in kph =

(m/s *3.6), rememebr vissim gives them in kph
Time_to_Green=Time_to_Green; Dis_to_inter=Dis_to_inter #need to read from
vissim and is the upstream distance
dt=dt; DownDist=200 #downstream control distance considered in meters
P= 170*4100* 0.7457/5252

#Max torque * RPM * chanhge HP to KW /5252

#We

are calculating power at max torque
m = 1470

#longitudinal coffecient of friction and mass in KG>

Fmin = 0.5 * m * 9.8067 * 0.85 #The 0.8 can range from 0.8 to 0.3

this

value is for inflated tyres and flexible pavement and any force greater than
this will slip the wheels
if (str(round(speed_vissim,1)), str(int(Time_to_Green), str(int(Dis_to_inter),
str(int(dt)),str(round(InitalApproach,1))) in FinalOptimizationDictionary:
#current speed kph, time to green seconds, distannce to intersection in
meters, trajectory precision integer, and initial speed for terminating
return ((FinalOptimizationDictionary[str(round(speed_vissim,1)),
str(int(Time_to_Green)), str(int(Dis_to_inter)), str(int(dt)),
str(round(InitalApproach,1))]))
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# This should return anarray of

speed points of trajectory for each dt=1 second and the second term is V
final speed for termianting optimization
else:
UpstreamDictionary=UpstreamDictionary;FinalOptimizationDictionary=FinalOp
timizationDictionary #Load the two dictionaries
#performing the upstream calculations and using it as an input panda for
the downstream
Final_Parameters=DS(InitalApproach,(US(speed_vissim,Time_to_Green,Dis_to_
inter,dt,UpstreamDictionary)),dt)

#approach vehicels speed from vissim

in kph, time to green, distance to intersection, dt = trajectory
precision in seconds
#The above line outputs a panda of all paramters whre V in kph, unlike
the upstream whre its msec-1
try:
# Get the row of optimal trajecotry, now we will use its paramters
to calculate the speed array/messages to communicate to the
vehicles in vissim to follow
Vehicle_stamp=Final_Parameters.loc [Final_Parameters["Toal
FC"].idxmin()]
T = 0;V = (speed_vissim/3.6) #Change the speed to ms-1
A = Dec_rate=Vehicle_stamp[0];Time_Dec=Vehicle_stamp[3];
Movement = np.array([]);

# will write the trjectory speed points

every dt= 1 second
# This loop for calculating V and A during deccelration
while T <= Time_Dec and ((3.6*V)>0):

#The second conditrion we put

Movement=np.append(Movement,round((3.6*V),2))

# Normal list for

storing the speed for trajectory points in kph
T += dt
if T <= Time_Dec: #Check wheather the while loop will terminate
or will have another iteration
V =((V - (Dec_rate * dt)))
#This loop for calculating V during Cruise upstream
while T <= Time_to_Green:
V=((Vehicle_stamp[1]/3.6))

#change speed to m/sec

Movement = np.append(Movement,round((3.6*V),2))
T += dt
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# This loop will calulate the V during the accelration, note
that V is m/sec and

at this line it value equals the Vstop line

thr= Vehicle_stamp[7]
# we will start acceleration part
V = (Vehicle_stamp[1]/3.6) #This will start the acceleration from
the Vstop intially calculated which might be different when
rerunning the

code for speed stamps: should be simillar if acurate

code
Dist_Acc = 0;

#These are Vstio line and we change to ms and

Acceleration and Distance for acceleration
Time_Acc = 0

# Movememt is list of the V

at 1 second precision

# This loop for calculating acceleraion dynamics and speeds
while (float(V) < float(InitalApproach/3.6)) and (float(Dist_Acc) <
float(DownDist)):
try:TractiveForce = min(float(3600 * thr * 0.90 * P / (V*3.6
)),Fmin)

# speed must be Kph in this equation and power is the

maximum power provided by max Torque
except:TractiveForce=thr*0.75*3.3*3.634*230.48905121633797

#

This is the tractiveforce from rest, only used when V=0,
R = FCR(V)

##We input speed in m/sec and it already the case

A = float(TractiveForce - R) / m

# in m/sex2

Movement = np.append(Movement, round((3.6 * V), 2))

# Array

storing the speed for trajectory points in kph
Time_Acc += dt
Dist_Acc = Dist_Acc + (V * dt + (0.5 * A * dt * dt))

# Update

distance
V = V + (A * dt)

# update speed adter one second

Movement = np.append(Movement, round(InitalApproach, 1))

# Array

storing the speed for trajectory points in kph
FinalOptimizationDictionary.update({(str(round(speed_vissim, 1)),
str(int(Time_to_Green)),str(int(Dis_to_inter)),
str(int(dt)),str(round(InitalApproach, 1))): Movement})
return (Movement)

#The function returns the Movement array (speed

points) and the V approach
except:pass #Makes nothing
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